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The information in this preliminary prospectus is not complete and may be changed. We may not sell these securities until the registration statement filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission is effective. This preliminary prospectus is not an offer to sell these securities and we are not soliciting an offer to buy these
securities in any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted.
 

SUBJECT TO COMPLETION, DATED October 3, 2022
 
PRELIMINARY PROSPECTUS
 

Lilium N.V.
 

 
 

$250,000,000
Class A Shares,

Warrants &
Rights

 
Lilium N.V., a Dutch public limited liability company (the “Company,” “Lilium,” “we,” “us,” “our” or similar terms) may offer from time to time up to a total

amount of $250,000,000 in any combination of the securities described in this prospectus, consisting of (i) Class A ordinary shares of the Company, nominal value €0.12
per share (the “Class A Shares”), (ii) warrants to purchase Class A Shares (the “Warrants”) and (iii) rights to purchase Class A Shares (the “Rights” and, collectively with
the Class A Shares and Warrants, the “Securities”), in one or more offerings under this prospectus and on the terms described in one or more applicable supplements to
this prospectus.
 

This prospectus describes some of the general terms that may apply to these Securities and the general manner in which they may be offered. The specific terms of
any Securities to be offered, the specific manner in which they may be offered, and whether the offered Securities will be listed on any national securities exchange(s),
will be described in one or more supplements to this prospectus. A prospectus supplement may also add, update or change information contained in this prospectus.
Investors should carefully read this prospectus and the applicable prospectus supplement, as well as the documents incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by
reference herein or therein, before investing in any of the Securities.
 

The Securities covered by this prospectus may be issued, offered and sold from time to time at fixed prices, at market prices or at negotiated prices, in the same
offering or in separate offerings; to or through underwriters, dealers, and agents; or directly to purchasers, or through a combination of these methods, on a continuous or
delayed basis. The names of any underwriters, dealers, or agents, if any, involved in the sale of any Securities covered by this prospectus, their compensation and any
options to purchase additional Securities held by them will be described in the applicable prospectus supplement. For more information see “Plan of Distribution” in this
prospectus.
 

Our Class A Shares and warrants to purchase Class A Shares, originally issued to the public shareholders of Qell Acquisition Corp. in its initial public offering and
converted into warrants to purchase Class A Shares at the closing of the Business Combination (as defined herein) at an exercise price of $11.50 per Class A Share (the
“Public Warrants”), are listed on The Nasdaq Global Select Market (“Nasdaq”) under the symbol “LILM” and “LILMW,” respectively. On September 30, 2022, the
closing sale prices as reported on Nasdaq of our Class A Shares and Public Warrants were $2.28 per share and $0.27 per warrant, respectively.
 

We may amend or supplement this prospectus from time to time by filing amendments or supplements as required. You should read this entire prospectus and any
amendments or supplements carefully before you make your investment decision.
 

We are an “emerging growth company” as that term is defined in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012 and, as such, are subject to reduced public
company reporting requirements.
 

Our principal executive offices are located at Claude-Dornier Straße 1, Bldg. 335, 82234 Wessling, Germany.
 

This prospectus may not be used to offer or sell any Securities covered by this prospectus unless accompanied by a prospectus supplement.
 

Investing in our Securities involves a high degree of risk. Before buying any Securities, you should carefully read the discussion of material risks of
investing in our Securities in “Risk Factors” on page 10 of this prospectus, in any applicable prospectus supplement and as described in certain of the documents
we may incorporate by reference herein.
 

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these securities or passed upon the
adequacy or accuracy of this prospectus. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.
 

Prospectus dated                  , 2022
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You should rely only on the information contained in this prospectus and any amendment or supplement to this prospectus, as well as any information

incorporated by reference herein or therein. We have not authorized any other person to provide you with different or additional information. We do not take
responsibility for, nor can we provide assurance as to the reliability of, any other information that others may provide. This prospectus does not constitute an
offer to sell the Securities in any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted. The information contained in this prospectus, any applicable prospectus
supplement or any documents incorporated by reference herein or therein is accurate only as of the date hereof or thereof or such other date expressly stated
herein or therein, and our business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects may have changed since those dates.
 

Except as otherwise set forth in this prospectus, neither we nor any underwriters, dealers or agents have taken any action to permit a public offering of the Securities
outside the United States or to permit the possession or distribution of this prospectus outside the United States. Persons outside the United States who come into
possession of this prospectus must inform themselves about and observe any restrictions relating to the offering of the Securities and the distribution of this prospectus
outside the United States.
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS

 
This prospectus is part of a registration statement on Form F-3 that we filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) using a “shelf”

registration process. Under this shelf registration process, we may, from time to time, offer and sell in one or more offerings on a continuous or delayed basis up to
$250,000,000 of any combination of the Securities described in this prospectus and the applicable prospectus supplement.
 

This prospectus provides you with a general description of the Securities that the Company may offer. Each time we use this prospectus to offer any of the Securities,
we will provide one or more prospectus supplements that will contain specific information about the offering and the terms of those Securities. We may also add, update
or change other information contained in this prospectus by means of a prospectus supplement or by incorporating by reference the information that the Company files
with the SEC. The registration statement on file with the SEC includes exhibits that provide more detail on the matters discussed in this prospectus. If there is any
inconsistency between the information in this prospectus and any related prospectus supplement, you should rely on the information in the applicable prospectus
supplement.
 

Neither the Company nor any underwriters, dealers or agents have authorized anyone to provide you with information that is different from that contained in or
incorporated by reference in this prospectus or any amendment or supplement to this prospectus.
 

You should read both this prospectus and any applicable prospectus supplement, together with additional information described below under the captions “Where You
Can Find More Information” and “Documents Incorporated by Reference.” The information contained in this prospectus, any applicable prospectus supplement or any
document incorporated by reference herein or therein is accurate only as of their respective dates, regardless of the time of delivery of this prospectus, any applicable
prospectus supplement or the documents incorporated by reference herein or therein or the sale of any Securities. Our business, financial condition, results of operations
and prospects may have changed materially since those dates.
 

This prospectus is not an offer of the Securities in any jurisdiction where an offer is not permitted.
 

On September 14, 2021 (the “Closing Date”), we closed the business combination (the “Business Combination”) pursuant to the Business Combination Agreement,
dated as of March 30, 2021 (as amended, the “Business Combination Agreement”), by and among Qell Acquisition Corp., a Cayman Islands exempted company (“Qell”),
Lilium GmbH, a German limited liability company, Lilium B.V., a Dutch private liability company (besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) (which was
converted into a Dutch public limited liability company (naamloze vennootschap), Lilium N.V., prior to the closing of the Business Combination), and Queen Cayman
Merger LLC, a Cayman Islands limited liability company and wholly owned subsidiary of Lilium (“Merger Sub”).
 

On the Closing Date, (i) Qell converted the class A ordinary shares of Qell (the “Qell Class A Ordinary Shares”) into a claim for corresponding equity in Merger Sub,
with such claim then contributed to Lilium in exchange for one Class A Share, (ii) the shareholders of Lilium GmbH exchanged their shares of Lilium GmbH for shares in
the capital of Lilium, with all Lilium GmbH shareholders, but Daniel Wiegand, receiving Class A Shares in the share capital of Lilium, and Daniel Wiegand receiving
Class B Shares, and (iii) each outstanding warrant to purchase a Qell Class A Ordinary Share was converted into a warrant to purchase one Class A Share.
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FREQUENTLY USED TERMS

 
Unless otherwise stated in this prospectus, any prospectus supplement or the documents incorporated by reference herein or therein, or the context otherwise requires,

references to:
 

“Azul” means Azul S.A. and Azul Linhas Aereas Brasileiras S.A., collectively.
 

“Azul Warrant” means the warrants issued on October 22, 2021 to Azul, which are exercisable for 1,800,000 Class A Shares at an exercise price of €0.12 per Class A
Share.
 

“Board” means the board of directors of Lilium N.V.
 

“Business Combination” means the transactions contemplated by the Business Combination Agreement.
 

“Business Combination Agreement” means the Business Combination Agreement, dated March 30, 2021, as amended, by and among Lilium GmbH, Merger Sub,
Qell and Lilium.
 

“Class A Shares” means the ordinary shares A, with a nominal value of €0.12 per share, in the share capital of Lilium.
 

“Class B Shares” means the ordinary shares B, with a nominal value of €0.36 per share, in the share capital of Lilium.
 

“Class C Shares” means the ordinary shares C, with a nominal value of €0.24 per share, in the share capital of Lilium.
 

“Closing Date” means the date of the closing of the transactions contemplated by the Business Combination Agreement.
 

“Company” means Lilium, unless the context indicates otherwise.
 

“COVID-19” means the novel coronavirus known as SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19, and any evolutions, mutations thereof or related or associated epidemics, pandemic
or disease outbreaks.
 

“DCGC” means the Dutch Corporate Governance Code 2016.
 

“eVTOL” means electric vertical take-off-and-landing.
 

“Exchange Act” means the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
 

“General Meeting” means a general meeting of the shareholders of the Company.
 

“Lilium,” as well as terms such as “we,” “us,” “our” and similar terms, means (i) Lilium N.V., together with its subsidiaries, after conversion into a Dutch public
limited liability company and (ii) Lilium B.V. prior to the conversion into a Dutch public liability company. As the context may require, the foregoing terms may also
refer to local holders of air operator certificates or similar aviation operating authorities who Lilium anticipates will operate and control Lilium network air carrier
operations in certain jurisdictions in order to comply with applicable law.
 

“Lilium Jets” means the fully electric eVTOL aircraft being developed by Lilium.
 

“Nasdaq” means The Nasdaq Global Select Market.
 

“Private Warrants” means the warrants of Lilium N.V. originally held by certain former Qell shareholders, purchased by such holders in a private placement that
occurred concurrently with the closing of Qell’s initial public offering and converted into warrants to purchase one Class A Share at a price of $11.50 per share, subject to
adjustment, at the closing of the Business Combination.
 

“Public Warrants” means the publicly listed warrants of Lilium N.V. to purchase one Class A Share at a price of $11.50, subject to adjustment, trading on the Nasdaq
under the symbol “LILMW.”
 

“Qell” means Qell Acquisition Corp., a Cayman Islands exempted company.
 

“Qell Class A Ordinary Shares” means Qell’s Class A ordinary shares.
 

“SEC” means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
 

“Securities” means, collectively, the Class A Shares, warrants to purchase Class A Shares and rights to purchase Class A Shares offered under this prospectus.
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“Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

 
“Shares” means the Class A Shares, the Class B Shares and the Class C Shares.

 
“SPAC Warrants” means, collectively, the Public Warrants and Private Warrants.

 
“Sponsor” means Qell Partners LLC, a Cayman Islands limited liability company.
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PROSPECTUS SUMMARY
 

This summary highlights certain information included or incorporated by reference in this prospectus. This summary is not complete and does not contain all of the
information that you should consider before making your investment decision. This summary is qualified in its entirety by the more detailed information included in or
incorporated by reference into this prospectus and any applicable prospectus supplement. For a more complete understanding of the Company and our securities, we
encourage you to read in their entirety and consider carefully the more detailed information in this prospectus and any related prospectus supplement, including the
documents referred to in “Where You Can Find More Information” and “Documents Incorporated by Reference,” before making an investment decision. Some of the
statements in this prospectus constitute, and certain statements in any prospectus supplement or the documents incorporated by reference herein and therein may be,
forward-looking statements that involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties as further described in “Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements.”
 
Our Company
 

Lilium is a next-generation transportation company. We are focused on developing an eVTOL aircraft for use in a new type of high-speed air transport system for
people and goods - one that would (i) offer increased connectivity for communities around the world as well as generate time savings to travelers, (ii) be easily
accessible from areas designed specifically for eVTOL aircraft to take off and land (“Vertiports”) close to homes and workplaces, (iii) be affordable for a large part of
the population and (iv) be more environmentally friendly than current regional air transportation.
 

The products we are developing are fully electric jet aircraft that can take off and land vertically with low noise. Our objective is for the Lilium Jets to be the basis
for sustainable, high-speed regional air mobility (“RAM”) networks, which refers to networks that will connect communities and locales with a region directly with
one another. We believe such networks will require less infrastructure than traditional airports or railway lines and a fully electric jet aircraft would produce minimal
operating emissions. We expect our Lilium Jets will generate zero operating emissions during flight. A single trip might save hours for a traveler; in aggregate, these
networks could save our societies millions of travel hours - and significant carbon emissions - each year.
 

Currently, our development efforts are focused on our ongoing certification process for the Lilium Jet with the European Union Aviation Safety Agency and the
Federal Aviation Administration and building out our manufacturing capacity. We plan to rely on three business models. First, we plan to use the Lilium Jet within
regional passenger shuttle networks, initially in the U.S. and Europe, that we intend to create and operate with third parties. Second, we plan to provide a turnkey
enterprise solution by selling fleets of Lilium Jets and related aftermarket services directly to enterprise and other customers. Third, we intend to target general
business aviation customers as a supplemental business line that we intend to deploy in tailored offerings through private or fractional ownership sales.

 
The new and developing eVTOL aircraft market has been made possible by a convergence of innovation across battery technology, lightweight materials, sensors

and computing power and propulsion technology. Morgan Stanley has projected that the eVTOL aircraft market could represent $1.0 trillion (in the base case) to $4.5
trillion (in the bull case) in revenues by 2040.

 
The Lilium Jet architecture is based on our proprietary Ducted Electric Vectored Thrust (“DEVT”) technology, which has been developed and rigorously tested over

the last several years. While the majority of our eVTOL competitors leverage open rotor engines, which are based on unducted, counter rotating propeller blades that
can have a higher noise profile, DEVT consists of quiet electric turbofans mounted within a cylindrical duct. DEVT offers a number of fundamental advantages over
open propeller eVTOL architectures, including higher payload potential, safety, the highest market acceptance and penetration for ducted fans in commercial aviation
and potential scalability to larger aircraft in the future.

 
We believe these technology advantages will enable our regional shuttle service model to carry more passengers (or cargo) per jet on longer (regional) trips than

open propeller eVTOL aircraft. We are currently developing a lineup of Lilium Jets, including prospective four and six passenger models, that will be based on the
same modular architecture but have distinct specifications and design targets based on their expected commercial use. We believe the combination of longer average
trip lengths and our anticipated passenger capacity for our lineup of Lilium Jets (and thus a higher load factor, depending on model) will provide greater time savings
to customers, more competitive pricing and superior unit economics as compared to open propeller eVTOL architecture. We also believe our architectural platform
would allow us to create a larger version of the Lilium Jet in the future based on similar architecture and technology. However, our design activities remain in process,
and there can be no assurances that such a larger aircraft will be developed or the timing thereof.

 
We intend for the Lilium Jet to have low take-off noise. We are designing the Lilium Jet to be virtually inaudible from the ground during cruise flight.
 
We believe that our high-speed RAM networks will significantly change the economic calculus of passengers and businesses shipping goods when making

transportation and shipping decisions, respectively. We estimate that our Lilium Jets will be able to move people and goods significantly faster than road transport and
that our eVTOL network will be significantly less costly and much faster to deploy than equivalent high-speed rail infrastructure and considerably more adaptable to
shifting passenger demand.
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We believe that our aerospace team is one of the most capable in the eVTOL sector. Collectively, they have held instrumental roles in the delivery of the Airbus
A350 XWB, Airbus A380, Airbus A320, the Gulfstream G-650 jet engine and the Eurofighter Typhoon, among others. They are supported by approximately 450
aerospace engineers and a business team with a strong track record in building successful companies in Silicon Valley and Europe. In addition to our Co-Founder and
Chief Executive Officer, Daniel Wiegand, the board of directors of Lilium (the “Board”) includes our Chairman, Dr. Thomas Enders, as well as Henri Courpron, Barry
Engle, David Neeleman, Margaret M. Smyth, Gabrielle Toledano, David Wallerstein and Niklas Zennström. In June 2022, we announced Klaus Roewe, long-time
Airbus executive and former head of the A320 program, as our new CEO, to become effective upon approval at our 2022 Annual General Meeting of Shareholders.

 
We have an approximately 100,000 square foot technology prototyping and production facility at the Oberpfaffenhofen airfield near our Munich headquarters in

Germany, which is currently being expanded by approximately 45,000 square feet. We expect this facility may eventually house our serial aircraft production,
including the anticipated manufacturing of the proprietary propulsion and energy systems and the final assembly of the serial aircraft. Other sub-systems and
components will be outsourced to Tier 1 aerospace suppliers, such as Toray Industries, Aciturri Aeronáutica, DENSO and Honeywell.
 
Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic
 

The strict measures to stop the spread of COVID-19 adopted in several countries where we operate initially resulted in the majority of our workforce working from
home for much of 2020 and 2021, with a small number of special purpose teams responsible for development of the Lilium Jet remaining onsite. Modern forms of
communication enabled contact to be maintained between various members of staff and deadlines defined before the period during which employees were working
from home have been complied with. Lilium incurred additional expenses related to the health, safety and transportation of employees onsite; however, the impact of
these additional expenses did not materially impact our consolidated financial statements. With COVID-19 vaccines becoming more broadly available, most of our
employees have returned to onsite work. However, there can be no assurance that future developments regarding the spread of COVID-19 will not result in a return to
working from home for large portions of our workforce and the reinstatement of additional COVID-19 mitigation measures.

 
Uncertainty regarding the consequences and duration of COVID-19 has negatively impacted the ability to develop a precise forecast for product development. Based

on the latest developments, we are expecting that business operations can be continued.
 
We are monitoring the global outbreak of COVID-19 and have taken steps to identify and mitigate the adverse effects and risks to us as a result of the pandemic. We

have continued to implement social distancing and other COVID-19 mitigation practices and are ready to reintroduce additional modifications to our business practices
depending on the ongoing development of the COVID-19 pandemic. We expect to continue to take actions as may be required or recommended by government
authorities or in the best interests of our employees and business partners. While the pandemic has not resulted in a material slowdown in our engineering, testing,
certification and production activities, our operations and the operations of our vendors, suppliers and commercial partners, including infrastructure, airline, training
and other business partners, may be adversely impacted. Despite vaccines becoming available, COVID-19’s ongoing economic and health repercussions may also
negatively impact our future field engineering, testing and certification processes and manufacturing capacity, as well as our commercial activities, including potential
delays and restrictions on our ability to recruit and train staff. COVID-19 could also affect the operations of our suppliers and business partners, which has resulted and
may continue to result in delays or disruptions in the supply chain of our components, parts and materials and which could delay the development and rollout of a
Vertiport network and our commercial operations. We will continue to closely monitor the effects of the pandemic. For additional information on risks posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic, see “Risk Factors.”
 
Impact of the War in Ukraine
 

Although we do not have any operations or direct suppliers located in Ukraine or Russia and have not yet experienced any direct impacts from the conflict, we
believe our continuing design and development activities, regulatory certification processes and ability to contract with prospective customers, suppliers and other
counterparties, as well as to progress to the production, manufacturing and commercialization of the Lilium Jets, could be adversely affected by the conflict between
Russia and Ukraine. For example, the continuance or any escalation of the conflict could result in disruptions to our business and operations, increase inflationary
pressures and adversely affect our anticipated unit and production costs, increase raw material costs and cause further disruption to supply chains, impacting our ability
to successfully contract with suppliers, and have other adverse impacts on our anticipated costs and commercialization timeline.

 
Existing or additional government actions, including sanctions, taken in response to the conflict could also adversely impact the commercial and regulatory

environment in which we operate. Such disruptions could similarly impact our data protection and design efforts, including if there are any increased cyberattacks or
data security incidents as a result of the conflict, and negatively impact our corporate, research and development and production efforts and result in us incurring
increased cybersecurity costs.

 
We continue to closely monitor the possible effects of the conflict in Europe and general economic factors on our business and planning. These factors put pressure

on our costs for employees and materials and services we procure from our suppliers, as well as affecting other stakeholders and regulatory agencies.
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For additional information on risks posed by the conflict in Europe and general economic factors, see “Risk Factors.”
 
Implications of Being an Emerging Growth Company and a Foreign Private Issuer
 

We qualify as an “emerging growth company” as defined in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012. As an emerging growth company, we intend to take
advantage of exemptions from various reporting requirements that are applicable to most other public companies. The exemptions include, but are not limited to:
 

● an exemption from the provisions of Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 requiring that our independent registered public accounting firm
provide an attestation report on the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting;

 
● reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation; and

 
● not being required to hold a nonbinding advisory vote on executive compensation or to seek shareholder approval of any golden parachute payments not

previously approved.
 

We will remain an “emerging growth company” until the earliest to occur of (i) the last day of the fiscal year (a) following the fifth anniversary of the closing of
the Business Combination, (b) in which we have total annual gross revenue of at least 1.235 billion or (c) in which we are deemed to be a large accelerated filer, which
means the market value of equity securities held by our non-affiliates exceeds $700 million as of the last business day of our prior second fiscal quarter, and (ii) the
date on which we have issued more than $1.0 billion in non-convertible debt during the prior three-year period.
 

We are also considered a “foreign private issuer” subject to reporting requirements under the Exchange Act, as a non-U.S. company with foreign private issuer
status. As a “foreign private issuer,” we will be subject to different U.S. securities laws than domestic U.S. issuers. The rules governing the information that we must
disclose differ from those governing U.S. corporations pursuant to the Exchange Act. This means that, even after we no longer qualify as an emerging growth
company, as long as we qualify as a foreign private issuer under the Exchange Act, we will be exempt from certain provisions of the Exchange Act that are applicable
to U.S. domestic public companies, including:
 

● the rules under the Exchange Act prescribing the furnishing and content of proxy statements to shareholders and requirements that the proxy statements
conform to Schedule 14A of the proxy rules promulgated under the Exchange Act;

 
● the sections of the Exchange Act regulating the solicitation of proxies, consents or authorizations in respect of a security registered under the Exchange Act;

 
● the sections of the Exchange Act requiring insiders (i.e., officers, directors and holders of more than 10% of our issued and outstanding equity securities) to

file public reports of their stock ownership and trading activities and liability for insiders who profit from trades made in a short period of time;
 

● the rules under the Exchange Act requiring the filing with the SEC of quarterly reports on Form 10-Q containing unaudited financial and other specified
information, or current reports on Form 8-K upon the occurrence of specified significant events; and

 
● the SEC rules on disclosure of compensation on an individual basis unless individual disclosure is required in our home country (the Netherlands) and is not

otherwise publicly disclosed by us.
 

Additionally, as a “foreign private issuer,” as defined by the SEC, we are permitted to follow home country corporate governance practices, instead of certain
corporate governance standards required by Nasdaq for U.S. companies. Accordingly, we follow Dutch corporate governance rules in lieu of certain of Nasdaq’s
corporate governance requirements.
 

We may take advantage of these exemptions until such time as we are no longer a foreign private issuer.
 

We would cease to be a foreign private issuer at such time as more than 50% of our outstanding voting securities are held by U.S. residents and any of the
following three circumstances applies: (i) the majority of our executive officers or directors are U.S. citizens or residents, (ii) more than 50% of our assets are located
in the United States or (iii) our business is administered principally in the United States.
 

We may choose to take advantage of some but not all of these reduced reporting requirements of which we have taken advantage of in this prospectus.
Accordingly, the information contained herein may be different from the information you receive from our competitors that are U.S. domestic filers or other U.S.
domestic public companies in which you have made an investment.
 
Risk Factors
 

Investing in the Securities entails a high degree of risk as discussed in the “Risk Factors” section beginning on page 10 of this prospectus and in the documents
incorporated by reference in this prospectus. You should carefully consider such risks before deciding to invest in the Securities.
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Corporate Information
 

We were incorporated as a Dutch private limited liability company (besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) under the name Qell DutchCo B.V. on
March 11, 2021 solely for the purpose of effectuating the Business Combination. Prior to the Business Combination, Qell DutchCo B.V. did not conduct any material
activities other than those incidental to its formation and certain matters related to the Business Combination, such as the making of certain required securities law
filings.
 

Our name was changed from Qell DutchCo B.V. to Lilium B.V. on April 8, 2021. In connection with the closing of the Business Combination on September 10,
2021, we converted into a Dutch public limited liability company (naamloze vennootschap) as Lilium N.V.
 

We are registered in the Commercial Register of the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce (Kamer van Koophandel) under number 82165874. Our official seat
(statutaire zetel) is in Amsterdam, the Netherlands and the mailing and business address of our principal executive office is Claude-Dornier Straße 1, Bldg. 335,
82234, Wessling, Germany. Our telephone number is +49 160 9704 6857.

 
We maintain a website at www.lilium.com, where we regularly post copies of our press releases as well as additional information about us. From time to time, we

may also use our website for disclosure of material information about our business and operations. Our filings with the SEC are available free of charge through the
website as soon as reasonably practicable after being electronically filed with or furnished to the SEC. Information contained in our website is not a part of, nor
incorporated by reference into, this prospectus or our other filings with the SEC and should not be relied upon.

 
The Lilium name, logos and other trademarks and service marks of Lilium appearing in this prospectus, any prospectus supplement or the documents

incorporated by reference herein or therein are the property of Lilium. Solely for convenience, some of the trademarks, service marks, logos and trade names referred
to in this prospectus, any prospectus supplement or the documents incorporated by reference herein or therein are presented without the ® and ™ symbols, but such
references are not intended to indicate, in any way, that we will not assert, to the fullest extent under applicable law, our rights or the rights of the applicable licensors
to these trademarks, service marks and trade names. This prospectus, any prospectus supplement and/or the documents incorporated by reference herein or therein may
contain additional trademarks, service marks and trade names of others which are, to our knowledge, the property of their respective owners. We do not intend our use
or display of other companies’ trademarks, service marks, copyrights or trade names to imply a relationship with, or endorsement or sponsorship of us by, any other
companies.
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RISK FACTORS

 
An investment in the Securities carries a significant degree of risk. Before you decide to purchase any Securities, you should carefully consider all risk factors set

forth in the applicable prospectus supplement and the documents incorporated by reference herein or therein. See “Documents Incorporated by Reference.” These risk
factors are not exhaustive, and investors are encouraged to perform their own investigation with respect to our business, financial condition and prospects. You should
carefully consider these risk factors in addition to the other information included in this prospectus, including matters addressed in the section entitled “Cautionary Note
Regarding Forward-Looking Statements.” We may face additional risks and uncertainties that are not presently known to us, or that we currently deem immaterial, which
may also impair our business or financial condition. The risk factors should be read in conjunction with our financial statements and notes to the financial statements
incorporated by reference herein. If any of these risks actually occur, our business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects could be materially affected. As a
result, the trading prices of the Securities could decline and you could lose part or all of your investment.
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CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

 
This prospectus contains, and any prospectus supplement or documents incorporated by reference herein may contain, forward-looking statements within the

meaning of Section 21E of the Exchange Act and Section 27A of the Securities Act. Forward-looking statements provide our current expectations or forecasts of future
events. Forward-looking statements include statements about our expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, intentions, assumptions and other statements that are not
historical facts. Words or phrases such as “anticipate,” “believe,” “continue,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “might,” “objective,” “ongoing,” “plan,”
“potential,” “predict,” “project,” “should,” “will” and “would,” or similar words or phrases, or the negatives of those words or phrases, may identify forward-looking
statements, but the absence of these words does not necessarily mean that a statement is not forward-looking. Examples of forward-looking statements in this prospectus
or incorporated by reference herein include, but are not limited to, statements regarding our operations, cash flows, financial position and dividend policy.
 

Forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties and are based on potentially inaccurate assumptions that could cause our
actual results to differ materially from those expected or implied by the forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in
forward-looking statements for many reasons, including the factors described under the section titled “Risk Factors” in the documents incorporated by reference herein
and under a similar heading in any applicable prospectus supplement. Accordingly, you should not rely on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the
date they are made. We undertake no obligation to publicly revise any forward-looking statement to reflect circumstances or events after the date such forward-looking
statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. You should, however, review the factors and risks we describe in the reports we will file from time
to time with the SEC after the date of this prospectus.
 

In addition, statements that “Lilium believes” or “we believe” and similar statements reflect our beliefs and opinions on the relevant subject. These statements are
based on information available to us as of the date they are made, and while we believe that information provides a reasonable basis for these statements, that information
may be limited or incomplete. Our statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive inquiry into, or review of, all relevant information.
These statements are inherently uncertain, and you are cautioned not to unduly rely on these statements.
 

Although we believe the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements were reasonable at the time made, we cannot guarantee future results, level of
activity, performance or achievements. Moreover, neither Lilium nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any of these forward-
looking statements. You should carefully consider the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section and similarly titled sections in the documents
incorporated by reference herein in connection with the forward-looking statements contained in this prospectus, any prospectus supplement and the documents
incorporated by reference herein or therein and any subsequent written or oral forward-looking statements that may be issued by Lilium or persons acting on our behalf.
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USE OF PROCEEDS

 
Unless otherwise indicated in a prospectus supplement, the net proceeds from our sale of the Securities and/or payable to us upon the exercise of Warrants will be

used for general corporate purposes and other business opportunities.
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CAPITALIZATION AND INDEBTEDNESS

 
Information on our consolidated capitalization and indebtedness will be contained, if necessary, in a prospectus supplement or in a report subsequently furnished to

the SEC and specifically incorporated by reference herein.
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DESCRIPTION OF SHARE CAPITAL

 
This section of the prospectus includes a description of the material terms of our articles of association and of applicable Dutch law. The following description is

intended as a summary only and does not constitute legal advice regarding those matters and should not be regarded as such. The description is qualified in its entirety by
reference to the complete text of our articles of association. We urge you to read the full text of our articles of association.
 
Overview
 

We were incorporated as Qell DutchCo B.V. on March 11, 2021 as a private limited liability company (besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) under
Dutch law and were renamed to Lilium B.V. by separate deed of amendment of the articles of association on April 8, 2021. In connection with the consummation of the
Business Combination, we converted into a Dutch public limited liability company (naamloze vennootschap) pursuant to a deed of conversion and amendment of our
articles of association adopted on September 10, 2021 (as so amended, the “articles of association”) as Lilium N.V. We are registered in the Commercial Register of the
Chamber of Commerce (Kamer van Koophandel) in the Netherlands under number 82165874.
 

Our ordinary shares are subject to, and have been created under, Dutch law. Set forth below is a summary of relevant information concerning the material provisions
of the articles of association and applicable Dutch law.
 

Lilium is a Dutch public limited liability company (naamloze vennootschap). Lilium has a one-tier board structure, which consists of nine members, one executive
director and eight non-executive directors, as discussed in more detail under “Management—Executive Officers and Directors” in our Annual Report on Form 20-F, filed
with the SEC on March 30, 2022 and incorporated by reference herein.
 
Share Capital
 
Authorized Share Capital
 

Under Dutch law, the authorized share capital of a public limited liability company is the maximum capital that we may issue without amending the articles of
association and may be a maximum of five times the issued capital. The articles of association provide for an authorized share capital in the amount of €194,454,208.32.
 

Our authorized share capital is divided into:
 

1,498,386,411 Class A ordinary shares with a nominal value of €0.12 per share;
 

24,413,065 Class B ordinary shares with a nominal value of €0.36 per share; and
 

24,413,065 Class C ordinary shares with a nominal value of €0.24 per share.
 
Issued Share Capital
 

Our issued and outstanding share capital as of September 28, 2022 consists of:
 

275,646,227 Class A ordinary shares with a nominal value of €0.12 each; and
 

24,038,065 Class B ordinary shares with a nominal value of €0.36 each.
 

We also held 375,000 issued Class B ordinary shares as treasury shares as of September 28, 2022.
 
Issuance of Shares
 

Under Dutch law, shares are issued and rights to subscribe for shares are granted pursuant to a resolution of the General Meeting. The articles of association provide
that Shares may be issued pursuant to (i) a resolution proposed by the Board and adopted by the General Meeting or (ii) a resolution of the Board if, pursuant to a
resolution of the General Meeting, the Board has been authorized for a specific period not exceeding five years to issue Shares. Pursuant to the articles of association, the
General Meeting may authorize the Board to issue Shares or grant rights to subscribe for Shares. The authorization can be granted and extended, in each case for a period
not exceeding five years. For as long as, and to the extent that, such authorization is effective, the General Meeting will not have the power to issue Shares or grant rights
to subscribe for Shares. Pursuant to the articles of association, Shares shall be issued up to the amount of the authorized share capital (from time to time).
 

Currently, the Board is irrevocably authorized to (i) issue Class A Shares and Class B Shares and to grant rights to subscribe for Class A Shares and Class B Shares
for a period of five years as of September 10, 2021 and up to 25% of the issued share capital calculated as from the date of the completion of the Business Combination
and (ii) issue Class A Shares and to grant rights to subscribe for Class A Shares, all to the extent the Company has committed itself in connection with the employee stock
option program implemented by Lilium GmbH in 2017, the Lilium 2021 Equity Incentive Plan and the Lilium 2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan for a period of five
years as of September 10, 2021 and up to a maximum of 46,725,378 Class A Shares (the “Issuance Delegation”).
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Conversion of Class B Shares
 

Class B Shares may only be Transferred (as defined in the articles of association) to (i) Permitted Transferees (as defined in the articles of association) or (ii) Lilium.
A Class B Share will be converted into one Class A Share and one Class C Share (in accordance with the articles of association) upon the occurrence of a Conversion
Event or a Shares B Compulsory Conversion Event (each as defined in the articles of association). If a Class C Share is held by anyone other than Lilium (whether or not
as a consequence of conversion), such holder of Class C Shares (a Transferor) must notify Lilium of this fact by written notice within three days after the occurrence of
such event, following the failure of which Lilium is irrevocably empowered and authorized to offer and transfer the relevant Class C Shares. The Transferor, other than
Lilium itself, must transfer such Class C Shares to Lilium for no consideration. The end result of the conversion of Class B Shares is that a Lilium shareholder will
acquire one Class A Share for each converted Class B Share. If Lilium fails to accept the offered Class C Shares from the Transferor within three months after receipt of
notice, the Transferor’s dividend rights attached to its Class C Shares will revive.
 

Lilium’s General Meeting for 2022 will be held on October 27, 2022. At this General Meeting, it is proposed to amend the articles of association, pursuant to which
an Initial Qualified Holder (as defined in the articles of association) may convert its Class B Shares into one Class A Share and one Class C Share for each Class B Share.
Such Initial Qualified Holder shall notify the non-executive directors of the Board of such conversion by written notice. The business day following the date of such
written notice shall be considered as the date of the conversion.
 
Pre-emptive Rights
 

Under the articles of association, each holder of Class A Shares or Class B Shares (as applicable) shall have a pre-emption right pro rata to the total number of (in
aggregate) Class A Shares and Class B Shares (whereby the Class A Shares and Class B Shares shall, for the purposes hereof, be treated as a single class of shares) held
by such person on the date of the resolution to issue the Class A Shares and/or Class B Shares, it being understood that this pre-emption right shall not apply to an
issuance of Class A Shares:
 

● to employees of Lilium or employees of a Lilium group company; and
 

● to a person exercising a previously obtained right to acquire Class A Shares or Class B Shares, in accordance with the provisions of the articles of association.
 

No pre-emption rights shall apply in respect of an issuance of Class C Shares. The pre-emptive rights in respect of newly issued Class A Shares or Class B Shares
may be restricted or excluded by a resolution of the General Meeting, upon proposal by the Board. Pursuant to the articles of association, the General Meeting may
authorize the Board to limit or exclude the pre-emptive rights in respect of newly issued Class A Shares or Class B Shares. Such authorization for the Board can be
granted and extended, in each case for a period not exceeding five years. A resolution of the General Meeting to restrict or exclude the pre-emptive right or to authorize
the Board to limit or exclude the pre-emptive rights requires a majority of at least two-thirds of the votes cast, if less than half of the issued capital is represented at the
General Meeting.
 

Currently, the Board is irrevocably authorized for a period of five years as of September 10, 2021 to limit or exclude pre-emptive rights in relation to the issuance of
Class A Shares and Class B Shares or rights to subscribe for Class A Shares and Class B Shares under the Issuance Delegation.
 
Transfer of Shares
 

Under Dutch law, transfers of Shares (other than in book-entry form) require a written deed of transfer and, unless Lilium is a party to the deed of transfer, an
acknowledgement by or proper service upon Lilium to be effective.
 

Under the articles of association, if one or more Shares are admitted to trading on Nasdaq or any other Regulated Market (as defined in the articles of association),
Lilium may, by Board resolution, determine that the laws of the State of New York will apply to the property law aspects of the Shares included in the part of the register
of shareholders kept by the relevant transfer agent. Such resolution, as well as the revocation thereof, must be made public as required by law and be made available for
inspection at our office and the Dutch trade register. The Board adopted such a resolution effective as of the closing of the Business Combination.
 

There are no restrictions on the transferability of the Shares in the articles of association or under Dutch law, with the proviso that (i) Class B Shares can only be
transferred to (a) Permitted Transferees (as defined in the articles of association) and/or (b) the Company and (ii) if at any time a Class C Shares are held by anyone other
than the Company (regardless as a consequence of conversion), such holder of Class C Shares (a “Transferor”) must notify Lilium of this fact by written notice within
three days after the occurrence of such event, following the failure of which Lilium is irrevocably empowered and authorized to offer and transfer the relevant Class C
Shares. The Transferor, other than Lilium itself, must transfer such Class C Shares to Lilium for no consideration. However, the issuance and offering of Shares to persons
located or resident in, or who are citizens of, or who have a registered address in certain countries, and the transfer of Shares into certain jurisdictions, may be subject to
specific regulations or restrictions.
 
Form of Shares
 

Pursuant to the articles of association, Shares are registered shares.
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Purchase and Repurchase of Shares
 

Under Dutch law, Lilium may not subscribe for newly issued Shares. Lilium may acquire Shares, subject to applicable provisions and restrictions of Dutch law and
the articles of association, to the extent that:
 

● such Shares are fully paid-up;
 

● our equity capital, reduced by the acquisition price of the Shares, is not less than the sum of the issued and paid-up capital and the reserves to be maintained
pursuant to Dutch law or the articles of association;

 
● following the transaction contemplated, at least one Share remains outstanding and is not held by Lilium; and

 
● if Lilium is admitted to trading on a Regulated Market (as defined in the articles of association), the nominal value of the Shares to be acquired, already held by

Lilium or already held by Lilium as pledgee or that are held by Lilium subsidiaries, does not exceed 50% of our issued capital.
 

Other than Shares acquired gratuitously (om niet) or under universal title of succession (onder algemene titel) (e.g., through a merger or demerger) under statutory
Dutch or other law, Lilium may acquire Shares pursuant to the restrictions set out above only if the General Meeting has authorized the Board to do so. An authorization
by the General Meeting for the acquisition of Shares can be granted for a maximum period of 18 months. Such authorization must specify the number of Shares that may
be acquired, the manner in which these shares may be acquired and the price range within which the shares may be acquired. No authorization of the General Meeting is
required if Shares are acquired by Lilium on Nasdaq with the intention of transferring such Shares to our employees or employees of a group company pursuant to an
arrangement applicable to them. The General Meeting has adopted a resolution, with effect as of September 10, 2021, to authorize the Board to repurchase Class A Shares
and Class B Shares for a period of 18 months permitted under Dutch law and the articles of association. For each annual General Meeting, Lilium expects that the Board
will place on the agenda a proposal to re-authorize the Board to repurchase Class A Shares and Class B Shares for a period of 18 months from the date of the resolution.
Lilium cannot derive any right to any distribution from Shares or voting rights attached to Shares acquired by it.
 
Capital Reduction
 

The General Meeting may resolve to reduce our issued share capital by (i) cancelling Shares or (ii) reducing the nominal value of the Shares by amending the articles
of association (provided that the nominal value of a Share cannot be less than €0.01). In either case, this reduction would be subject to applicable statutory provisions. A
resolution to cancel Shares may only relate to Shares held by Lilium itself or in respect of which Lilium holds the depository receipts. Under Dutch law, a resolution of
the General Meeting to reduce the number of Shares must designate the Shares to which the resolution applies and must lay down rules for the implementation of the
resolution. A resolution of the General Meeting to reduce the capital requires a majority of at least two-thirds of the votes cast, if less than half of the issued capital is
represented at the General Meeting.
 

A reduction of the nominal value of Shares without repayment and without release from the obligation to pay up the Shares must be effectuated proportionally on
shares of the same class (unless all affected shareholders agree to a disproportional reduction).
 

A resolution that would result in a reduction of capital requires approval by a majority of the votes cast of each group of shareholders of the same class whose rights
are prejudiced by the reduction. In addition, a reduction of capital involves a two-month waiting period during which creditors have the right to object to a reduction of
capital under specified circumstances.
 
General Meeting and Voting Rights
 
General Meeting
 

General Meetings are held in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, the Hague or in Haarlemmermeer (Schiphol Airport), the Netherlands. All of our shareholders and
others entitled to attend the General Meetings are authorized to address the meeting and, in so far as they have such right, to vote, either in person or by proxy.
 

We shall hold at least one General Meeting each year, to be held within six months after the end of our financial year, or later, as may be permitted by Dutch law. A
General Meeting shall also be held within three months after the Board has determined it to be likely that our equity has decreased to an amount equal to or lower than
half of its paid up and called up capital, in order to discuss the measures to be taken if so required. If the Board fails to hold such General Meeting in a timely manner,
each shareholder and other person entitled to attend the General Meeting may be authorized by the Dutch court to convene the General Meeting. Our General Meeting for
2022 will be held on October 27, 2022.
 

The Board may convene additional extraordinary General Meetings at its discretion, subject to the notice requirements described below. Pursuant to Dutch law, one
or more shareholders, alone or jointly representing at least 10% of our issued share capital, may request that a General Meeting be convened, the request setting out in
detail the matters to be considered. If no General Meeting has been held within eight weeks of the shareholder(s) making such request, that/those shareholder(s) will be
authorized to request in summary proceedings a Dutch district court to convene a General Meeting.
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The General Meeting is convened by a notice, which includes an agenda stating the items to be discussed and the location and time of the General Meeting. For the

annual General Meeting, the agenda will generally include, among other things, the management report (as far as required by law), the adoption of our annual accounts
and the granting of discharge from liability to members of the Board for actions in respect of their management during the preceding financial year. In addition, the
agenda for a General Meeting includes such additional items as determined by the Board. Pursuant to Dutch law, one or more shareholders and/or others entitled to attend
General Meetings, alone or jointly representing at least 3% of the issued share capital, have the right to request the inclusion of additional items on the agenda of General
Meetings. Such requests must be made in writing, and may include a proposal for a shareholder resolution, and must be received by us no later than on the 60th day
before the day the relevant General Meeting is scheduled to be held. In accordance with the DCGC, a shareholder is expected to exercise the right of putting an item on
the agenda only after consulting the Board in that respect. If one or more shareholders intend to request that an item be put on the agenda that may result in a change in
the Company’s strategy, the Board may invoke a response time of a maximum of 180 days from the moment the Board is informed of the request. No resolutions may be
adopted on items other than those that have been included in the agenda (unless the resolution would be adopted unanimously during a meeting where the entire issued
capital of the Company is present or represented).
 

On May 1, 2021, a new legislative amendment to the Dutch Civil Code entered into force pursuant to which the Board may invoke a statutory cooling-off period up
to a maximum of 250 days (wettelijke bedenktijd). For the Company, this means that the new rules will apply in case:
 

● shareholders requesting the Board to have the General Meeting consider a proposal for the appointment, suspension or dismissal of one or more directors, or a
proposal for the amendment of one or more provisions in the articles of association relating thereto; or

 
● a public offer for shares in the capital of the Company is announced or made without the bidder and the Company having been reached agreement about the

offer; and
 

● only if the Board also considers the relevant situation to be substantially contrary to the interests of the Company and its affiliated enterprises.
 

If the Board invokes such cooling-off period, this causes the powers of the General Meeting to appoint, suspend or dismiss directors (and to amend the articles of
association in this respect) being suspended.
 

The Board must use the reflection period to obtain all necessary information for a careful determination of policy it wishes to pursue in the given situation. The Board
shall thereby, in any event, consult those shareholders that represent at least 3% of the issued capital at the time the cooling-off period is invoked and the works council
(to the extent established). The position of these shareholders and the works council shall, but only with their approval, be published on the Company’s website. The
Board shall report on the course of events and the policy that has been pursued since the cooling-off period was invoked. No later than one week after the last day of the
cooling-off period, the Company shall have to publicly disclose the report. The report shall also be discussed at the first General Meeting after the expiry of the cooling-
off period.
 

The cooling-off period has a maximum term of 250 days, calculated from:
 

● the day after the latest date on which shareholders may request an item to be placed on the agenda of the next General Meeting (which is 60 days before the day
of the meeting);

 
● the day after the day on which the public offer is made; or

 
● the day the court in preliminary relief proceedings has granted authority to shareholders holding at least 10% of the issued share capital to convoke a General

Meeting.
 

All shareholders who solely or jointly hold 3% of the issued share capital may request the Enterprise Chamber of the Court of Appeal in Amsterdam
(Ondernemingskamer van het Gerechtshof te Amsterdam) (the “Enterprise Chamber”) to terminate the cooling-off period. The Enterprise Chamber must rule in favor of
the request if the shareholders can demonstrate that:
 

● the Board, in light of the circumstances at hand when the cooling-off period was invoked, could not reasonably have concluded that the relevant proposal or
hostile offer constituted a material conflict with the interests of our Company and its business;

 
● the Board cannot reasonably believe that a continuation of the cooling-off period would contribute to careful policy-making; and

 
● other defensive measures, having the same purpose, nature and scope as the cooling-off period, have been activated during the cooling-off period and have not

since been terminated or suspended within a reasonable period at the relevant shareholders’ request (i.e., no ‘stacking’ of defensive measures).
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We will give notice of each General Meeting by publication on our website and, to the extent required by applicable law, in a Dutch daily newspaper with national

distribution and in any other manner that we may be required to follow in order to comply with Dutch law and applicable stock exchange and SEC requirements. We will
observe the statutory minimum convening notice period for a General Meeting.
 

Holders of registered shares may further be provided notice of the meeting in writing at their addresses as stated in our shareholders’ register.
 

Pursuant to the articles of association and Dutch law, the Board may determine a record date (registratiedatum) of 28 calendar days prior to a General Meeting to
establish which shareholders and others with meeting rights are entitled to attend and, if applicable, vote at the General Meeting. The record date, if any, and the manner
in which shareholders can register and exercise their rights will be set out in the notice of the General Meeting.
 

Pursuant to the articles of association, the General Meeting is presided by the Chairman of the Board or, if he is absent, by one of the other non-executive directors
designated for that purpose by the Board.
 
Voting Rights and Quorum
 

In accordance with Dutch law and the articles of association, and in each case without prejudice to the Voting Cap (as defined hereinafter) being applicable to any
shareholder:
 

● each Class A Share confers the right to cast 12 votes in a General Meeting;
 

● each Class B Share confers the right to cast 36 votes in a General Meeting; and
 

● each Class C Share confers the right to cast 24 votes in a General Meeting.
 

No votes may be cast at a General Meeting in respect of Shares that are held by the Company or any subsidiary, nor in respect of Shares for which the Company or
the subsidiary holds the depositary receipts. However, holders of a right of pledge or a right of usufruct on Shares held by the Company or a subsidiary are not excluded
from voting, if the right of pledge or the usufruct was created before the Share belonged to the Company or the subsidiary. The Company or the subsidiary may not cast a
vote in respect of a Share on which it holds a right of pledge or a right of usufruct.
 

Voting rights may be exercised by shareholders or by a duly appointed proxy holder (the written proxy being acceptable to the chairman of the General Meeting) of a
shareholder, which proxy holder does not need to be a shareholder. Only the holder of a usufruct or pledge on Class A Shares shall have the voting rights attached thereto
if so transferred and provided for when the usufruct or pledge was created.
 

The voting of any shareholder who opts in for the Shareholders’ Covenant (as defined in the articles of association) and is in breach of its commitment not to hold
and/or acquire more than 24.9% of the total voting rights exercisable in the General Meeting, is capped at 24.9% of the votes that may be issued in the relevant General
Meeting (the “Voting Cap”). The foregoing is subject to the Board determining that the relevant shareholder is in breach of its Shareholders’ Covenant.
 

Each of our shareholders is obliged to provide the Board with all information relevant to assess the applicability of the Voting Cap to the number of votes in the
General Meeting available to such shareholder.
 

Under the articles of association, blank votes (votes where no choice has been made), abstentions and invalid votes shall not be counted as votes cast.
 

Resolutions of the shareholders are adopted at a General Meeting by a majority of votes cast, except where Dutch law or the articles of association provide for a
special majority in relation to specified resolutions. Subject to any provision of mandatory Dutch law, the articles of association do not provide for a quorum requirement
other than for:
 

(i) a resolution to amend the articles of association as result of which one or more of the following articles is amended or abolished requires the prior approval of the
Class A Shares, which approval can only be granted by a majority of the votes cast in a meeting in which at least 50% of the issued and outstanding Class A
Shares are present or represented:

 
● article 1 subsections j, n, s, aa, bb, dd, mm or nn;

 
● article 4 paragraph 2 or paragraph 3, to the extent it concerns a change of the nominal value of the Shares;

 
● article 4A;

 
● article 7 paragraph 1 or paragraph 2;

 
● article 16 paragraph 10, paragraph 11 or paragraph 12;

 
● article 22 paragraph 5;
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● article 28 paragraph 4 and

 
(ii) a resolution to amend the articles of association as a result of which article 14 paragraph 3 or article 28 paragraph 5 is amended or abolished, which requires

within the first three years after the Closing Date a majority of at least 85% of the votes cast in a meeting in which at least 85% of the issued and outstanding
share capital is present of represented.

 
Subject to certain restrictions in the articles of association, the determination during the General Meeting made by the chairman of that General Meeting with regard

to the results of a vote shall be decisive. The Board will keep a record of the resolutions taken at each General Meeting.
 
Amendment of Articles of Association
 

At a General Meeting, at the proposal of the Board, the General Meeting may resolve to amend the articles of association. Such resolution requires a majority of at
least two-thirds of the votes cast, if less than half of the issued capital is represented at the General Meeting. A resolution to amend the articles of association that
negatively impacts the rights of holders of Class B Shares requires the prior approval of the Class B Shares voting as a separate class.
 
Merger, Demerger and Dissolution
 

At a General Meeting, at the proposal of the Board, the General Meeting may resolve to dissolve, or to legally merge or demerge the Company within the meaning of
Title 7, Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code. Such resolution requires a majority of at least two-thirds the votes cast, if less than half of the issued capital is represented at the
General Meeting.
 

In the event of dissolution of the Company and unless Dutch law provides otherwise, the liquidation shall be effected by the Board unless the General Meeting
appoints one or more other persons for this purpose.
 
Squeeze Out
 

A shareholder who for its own account (or together with its group companies) holds at least 95% of our issued share capital may institute proceedings against the
other shareholders jointly for the transfer of their shares to the shareholder who holds such 95% majority. The proceedings are held before the Enterprise Chamber and
can be instituted by means of a writ of summons served upon each of the minority shareholders in accordance with the provisions of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure
(Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering). The Enterprise Chamber may grant the claim for squeeze-out in relation to all minority shareholders and will determine the
price to be paid for the shares, if necessary after appointment of one or three expert(s) who will offer an opinion to the Enterprise Chamber on the value of the shares of
the minority shareholders. Once the order to transfer by the Enterprise Chamber becomes final and irrevocable, the majority shareholder that instituted the squeeze-out
proceedings shall give written notice of the date and place of payment and the price to the holders of the shares to be acquired whose addresses are known to the majority
shareholder.
 

Unless the addresses of all minority shareholders are known to the majority shareholder acquiring the shares, the majority shareholder is required to publish the same
in a newspaper with a national circulation.
 

Any sale or transfer of all of our assets (see “—Certain Other Major Transactions” below) and our dissolution or liquidation is subject to approval by a majority of
the votes cast in our General Meeting (see “—Merger, Demerger and Dissolution” above).
 
Certain Other Major Transactions
 

The articles of association and Dutch law provide that resolutions of the Board concerning a material change in our identity, character or business are subject to the
approval of the General Meeting. Such changes include:
 

● a transfer of all or materially all of our business/enterprise to a third party;
 

● the entry into or termination of a long-lasting cooperation of the Company or of a subsidiary either with another legal person or company, or as a fully liable
general partner of a limited partnership or a general partnership, if this cooperation or termination is of essential importance to the Company; and

 
● the acquisition or disposition of a participating interest in the capital of a company by the Company or by one of our subsidiaries with a value of at least one third

of the value of our assets, according to the balance sheet with explanatory notes or, if we prepare a consolidated balance sheet, according to the consolidated
balance sheet with explanatory notes in our most recently adopted annual accounts.

 
Dividends and Other Distributions
 

We may only make distributions to our shareholders if our shareholders’ equity exceeds the sum of the paid-up and called-up share capital and the reserves that must
be maintained under Dutch law or by the articles of association.
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Distribution of profits shall be made after the adoption of the financial statements from which it appears that the distribution is allowed. The holders of Class A

Shares and Class B Shares shall be entitled pari passu to the profits of the Company, pro rata to the total number of Class A Shares and Class B Shares held, provided that
out of the profit of any financial year, the holders of Class C Shares shall be entitled to a maximum amount per financial year equal to 0.1% of the nominal value of such
Class C Shares. The Board is permitted to declare interim dividends without the approval of the General Meeting. Interim dividends may be declared as provided in the
articles of association and may be distributed to the extent that our shareholders’ equity, based on interim financial statements, exceeds the sum of the paid-up and called-
up share capital and the reserves that must be maintained under Dutch law or the articles of association. We may reclaim any distributions, whether interim or not interim,
made in contravention of Dutch law or the articles of association from our shareholders that knew or should have known that such distribution was not permissible. In
addition, on the basis of Dutch case law, if after a distribution we are not able to pay our due and collectable debts, then our shareholders or directors who at the time of
the distribution knew or reasonably should have foreseen that result may be liable to our creditors.
 

Shares owned by the Company shall not bear any dividend rights unless rights of usufruct are created in respect of such Shares prior to the acquisition by the
Company, in which case the holder of usufruct shall be entitled to any dividends on the underlying Shares.
 

The corporate body that declares the (interim) dividend may determine that distributions shall be made in whole or in part in a currency other than the Euro. The
Board will set the record date to establish which shareholders (or usufructuaries or pledgees, as the case may be) are entitled to the distribution, such date not being earlier
than the date on which the distribution was announced. Claims for payment of dividends and other distributions not made within five years from the date that such
dividends or distributions became payable will lapse, and any such amounts will be considered to have been forfeited to us (verjaring). Unless the General Meeting
resolves, at the proposal of the Board, upon a different term for that purpose, dividends shall be made payable within 30 days after they are declared.
 

The General Meeting declaring a dividend may, upon proposal of the Board, decide that such dividend will be distributed, wholly or partly, other than in cash.
 

We do not anticipate paying any dividends on Shares for the foreseeable future. See the section entitled “Dividend Policy” in our annual report on Form 20-F
incorporated by reference herein.
 
Exchange Controls and other Provisions relating to non-Dutch Shareholders
 

Under Dutch law, subject to the 1977 Sanction Act (Sanctiewet 1977) or otherwise by international sanctions, there are no exchange control restrictions on
investments in, or payments on, Shares (except as to cash amounts). There are no special restrictions in the articles of association or Dutch law that limit the right of
shareholders who are not citizens or residents of the Netherlands to hold or vote Shares.
 
Warrants
 

As of September 28, 2022, there are 12,650,000 Public Warrants outstanding. The Public Warrants, which entitle the holder to purchase one Class A Share at an
exercise price of $11.50 per Class A Share, became exercisable thirty days after the completion of the Business Combination. The Public Warrants will expire five years
after the completion of the Business Combination or earlier upon redemption or liquidation in accordance with their terms. There are also 7,060,000 Private Warrants
outstanding. The Private Warrants are identical to the Public Warrants in all material respects, except that the Private Warrants were not transferable, assignable or salable
until 30 days after the completion of the Business Combination. In addition, on October 22, 2021, we issued the Azul Warrants to Azul on a fully vested basis, which are
exercisable for 1,800,000 Class A Shares at an exercise price of €0.12 per Class A Share. Azul is entitled to exercise the Azul Warrants at any time on or prior to
October 22, 2026.
 

Lilium will have the ability to redeem outstanding SPAC Warrants at any time after they become exercisable and prior to their expiration, at a price of $0.01 per
SPAC Warrant, provided that the closing price of the Class A Shares equals or exceeds $18.00 per share (as adjusted for share subdivisions, share capitalizations,
reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) for any 20 trading days within a 30 trading day period ending on the third trading day prior to the date on which a notice of
redemption is sent to the warrant holders. Lilium will not redeem the SPAC Warrants as described above unless a registration statement under the Securities Act covering
the Class A Shares issuable upon exercise of such warrants is effective and a current prospectus relating to those Class A Shares is available throughout the 30-day
redemption period. If and when the SPAC Warrants become redeemable by Lilium, Lilium may exercise its redemption right even if it is unable to register or qualify the
underlying securities for sale under all applicable state securities laws. Redemption of the outstanding SPAC Warrants could force holders of SPAC Warrants to
(i) exercise their SPAC Warrants and pay the exercise price therefor, (ii) sell their SPAC Warrants at the then-current market price or (iii) accept the nominal redemption
price that, at the time the outstanding SPAC Warrants are called for redemption, is likely to be substantially less than the market value of the SPAC Warrants.
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In addition, Lilium will have the ability to redeem the outstanding SPAC Warrants at any time after they become exercisable and prior to their expiration, at a price of

$0.10 per warrant if, among other things, the closing price of the Class A Shares equals or exceeds $10.00 per share (as adjusted for share sub-divisions, share dividends,
rights issuances, subdivisions, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) on the trading day prior to the date on which a notice of redemption is sent to the warrant
holders. If trading prices for the Class A Shares have not exceeded the $10.00 per share threshold at which the SPAC Warrants would become redeemable, holders will be
able to exercise their SPAC Warrants prior to redemption for a number of Class A Shares determined based on the redemption date and the fair market value of the
Class A Shares.
 
Notices
 

We will give notice of each General Meeting by publication on our website and, to the extent required by applicable law, in a Dutch daily newspaper with national
distribution, and in any other manner that we may be required to follow to comply with Dutch law and applicable stock exchange and SEC requirements. Holders of
registered shares may further be provided notice of the meeting in writing at their addresses as stated in our shareholders’ register.
 
Certain Disclosure Obligations
 

We are subject to certain disclosure obligations under Dutch and U.S. law and the rules of Nasdaq. The following is a description of the general disclosure obligations
of public companies under Dutch and U.S. law and the rules of Nasdaq as such laws and rules exist as of the date of this document and should not be viewed as legal
advice for specific circumstances.
 
Financial Reporting Under Dutch Law
 

The Dutch Financial Reporting Supervision Act (Wet toezicht financiële verslaggeving, the “FRSA”) applies to our financial reporting. Under the FRSA, the Dutch
Authority for the Financial Markets (Autoriteit Financiële Markten, the “AFM”) supervises the application of financial reporting standards by, among others, companies
whose corporate seats are in the Netherlands and whose securities are listed on a regulated market within the EU or on an equivalent third (non-EU) country market. As
our corporate seat is in the Netherlands and our Class A Shares are listed on Nasdaq, the FRSA will be applicable to the Company.
 

Pursuant to the FRSA, the AFM has an independent right to (i) request an explanation from the Company regarding the application of the applicable financial
reporting standards if, based on publicly known facts or circumstances, it has reason to doubt our financial reporting meets such standards and (ii) recommend to the
Company that we make available further explanations and file these with the AFM. If we do not comply with such a request or recommendation, the AFM may request
that the Enterprise Chamber order us to (i) make available further explanations as recommended by the AFM, (ii) provide an explanation of the way we have applied the
applicable financial reporting standards to our financial reports or (iii) prepare our financial reports in accordance with the Enterprise Chamber’s instructions.
 
Periodic Reporting Under U.S. Securities Law
 

We are a “foreign private issuer” under the securities laws of the United States and the rules of Nasdaq. Under the securities laws of the United States, “foreign
private issuers” are subject to different disclosure requirements than U.S. registrants. We intend to take all actions necessary to maintain compliance as a foreign private
issuer with the applicable corporate governance requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, the rules adopted by the SEC and Nasdaq’s listing standards. Under the
Nasdaq rules, a “foreign private issuer” is subject to less stringent corporate governance requirements. Subject to certain exceptions, the Nasdaq rules permit a “foreign
private issuer” to comply with our home country rules in lieu of the listing requirements of Nasdaq.
 
Nasdaq Rules
 

For so long as our shares are listed on Nasdaq, we will be required to meet certain requirements relating to ongoing communication and disclosure to Lilium
shareholders, including a requirement to make any annual report filed with the SEC available on or through our website and to comply with the “prompt disclosure”
requirement of Nasdaq with respect to earnings and dividend announcements, combination transactions, stock splits, major management changes and any substantive
items of an unusual or non-recurrent nature. Issuers listing shares on Nasdaq must also meet certain corporate governance standards, such as those relating to annual
meetings, board independence, the formation and composition of nominating/corporate governance, compensation and audit committees and shareholder approval of
certain transactions.
 
Certain Insider Trading and Market Manipulation Laws
 

Dutch and U.S. law each contain rules intended to prevent insider trading and market manipulation. The following is a general description of those laws as such laws
exist as of the date of this document and should not be viewed as legal advice for specific circumstances.
 

In connection with our listing on Nasdaq, we have adopted an insider trading policy. This policy provides for, among other things, rules on transactions by members
of the Board and our employees in Shares or in financial instruments the value of which is determined by the value of the shares.
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The Netherlands
 

On July 3, 2016, the Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 16, 2014 (the “MAR”) replaced all of the Dutch market
abuse rules. It has come to the Company’s attention that some of our Class A Shares are traded on certain open markets (Freiverkehr) in Germany (being a member state
of the EU). The trading of these Class A Shares on certain open markets (Freiverkehr) in Germany was implemented and is being conducted without our approval. These
open markets in Germany are qualified as multilateral trading facilities (“MTFs”) or organized trading facilities (“OTFs”) within the scope of the MAR.
 

Under the MAR, certain provisions of the MAR apply to the securities of companies whose securities are traded on MTFs or OTFs irrespective of whether such
company has approved the trading of its securities on such open market (for example, the provisions under the MAR relating to unlawful disclosure of inside information
and market manipulation). Certain provisions of the MAR are only applicable to the securities of companies who have approved and/or have requested admission to
trading of its financial instruments on a regulated market, an MTF or OTF (for example, the provisions under the MAR relating to public disclosure of inside information
and notification rules for director dealings), which provisions of the MAR do not apply to the Company given that it did not approve the trading of its securities on certain
open markets (Freiverkehr) in Germany.
 
United States
 

The United States securities laws generally prohibit any person from trading in a security while in possession of material, non-public information or assisting
someone who is engaged in doing the same. The insider trading laws cover not only those who trade based on material, non-public information but also those who
disclose material non-public information to others who might trade on the basis of that information (known as “tipping”). A “security” includes not just equity securities,
but any security (e.g., derivatives). Thus, members of the Board, officers and other employees of the Company may not purchase or sell shares or other securities of the
Company when in possession of material, non-public information about the Company (including our business, prospects or financial condition), nor may they tip any
other person by disclosing material, non-public information about the Company.
 

We have identified those persons working for us who could have access to inside information on a regular or incidental basis and have informed such persons of the
prohibitions on insider trading and market manipulation imposed by U.S. laws, including the sanctions that can be imposed in the event of a violation of those rules.
 
Certain Disclosure and Reporting Obligations of Directors, Officers and Shareholders of Lilium
 

Our directors, officers and shareholders are subject to certain disclosure and reporting obligations under Dutch and U.S. law. The following is a description of the
general disclosure obligations of directors, officers and shareholders under Dutch law as such laws exist as of the date of this document and should not be viewed as legal
advice for specific circumstances.
 
DCGC
 

As we have our registered seat in the Netherlands and have our Class A Shares listed on third (non-EU) country market equivalent to a regulated market (e.g.,
Nasdaq), we are subject to the Dutch Corporate Governance Code, which was published on December 8, 2016, entered into force on January 1, 2017, and finds its
statutory basis in Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code (the “DCGC”). The DCGC contains both principles and best practice provisions for the Board, shareholders and the
General Meeting, financial reporting, auditors, disclosure compliance and enforcement standards.
 

The DCGC is based on a “comply or explain” principle. Accordingly, we are required to disclose in our management report publicly filed in the Netherlands whether
or not we are complying with the various provisions of the DCGC. If we do not comply with one or more of those provisions (e.g., because of a conflicting Nasdaq
requirement or U.S. market practice), we are required to explain the reasons for such non-compliance.
 
Dutch Civil Code
 

The Dutch Civil Code provides for certain disclosure obligations in our annual accounts. Information on directors’ remuneration and rights to acquire Shares must be
disclosed in our annual accounts.
 
Transfer Agent and Warrant Agent
 

Under the articles of association, the Board may resolve, with due observation of the statutory requirements, that the laws of the State of New York apply to the
property law aspects of the Shares for as long as the Shares are in book-entry form, as included in the part of the register of shareholders kept by the relevant transfer
agent and/or listed on a Regulated Market (as defined in our articles of association).
 

We have listed the Shares in book-entry form and such Shares, through the transfer agent, are not certificated. We have appointed Continental Stock Transfer & Trust
Company as our agent in New York to maintain our shareholders’ and warrant holders’ register on behalf of the Board and to act as transfer agent and registrar for the
Shares. Our Class A Shares and the Public Warrants trade on Nasdaq in book-entry form.
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Rule 144
 

Pursuant to Rule 144, a person who has beneficially owned restricted Shares or Public Warrants for at least six months would be entitled to sell their securities
provided that (i) such person is not deemed to have been one of our affiliates at the time of, or at any time during the three months preceding, a sale and (ii) we are subject
to the Exchange Act periodic reporting requirements for at least three months before the sale and have filed all required reports under Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange
Act during the 12 months (or such shorter period as we were required to file reports) preceding the sale.
 

Persons who have beneficially owned restricted Shares or Public Warrants for at least six months but who are our affiliates at the time of, or at any time during the
three months preceding, a sale would be subject to additional restrictions, by which such person would be entitled to sell within any three-month period only a number of
securities that does not exceed the greater of:
 

● 1% of the total number of ordinary shares then outstanding; or
 

● the average weekly reported trading volume of the ordinary shares during the four calendar weeks preceding the filing of a notice on Form 144 with respect to
the sale.

 
Sales by our affiliates under Rule 144 are also limited by manner of sale provisions and notice requirements and to the availability of current public information about

us.
 
Restrictions on the Use of Rule 144 by Shell Companies or Former Shell Companies
 

Rule 144 is not available for the resale of securities initially issued by shell companies (other than business combination related shell companies) or issuers that have
been at any time previously a shell company. However, Rule 144 also includes an important exception to this prohibition if the following conditions are met:
 

● the issuer of the securities that was formerly a shell company has ceased to be a shell company;
 

● the issuer of the securities is subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act;
 

● the issuer of the securities has filed all Exchange Act reports and materials required to be filed, as applicable, during the preceding 12 months (or such shorter
period that the issuer was required to file such reports and materials), other than Current Reports; and

 
● at least one year has elapsed from the time that the issuer filed current Form 10 type information with the SEC reflecting its status as an entity that is not a shell

company. As a result, our initial shareholders became able to sell their Shares and Warrants pursuant to Rule 144 without registration one year after the Closing
Date.

 
Registration Rights Arrangements
 

In connection with the closing of the Business Combination Agreement, Qell Partners LLC, a Cayman limited liability company (the “Sponsor”) and certain current
shareholders of Lilium receiving Shares in the Business Combination (the “Lilium Holders” and, together with the Sponsor, the “Registration Rights Holders”) entered
into an amended and restated registration rights agreement, dated as of September 13, 2021 (the “Sponsor Registration Rights Agreement”). Pursuant to the Sponsor
Registration Rights Agreement, we agreed that, within 30 calendar days after the consummation of the Business Combination, we would file with the SEC (at our sole
cost and expense) a registration statement registering the resale of certain securities held by or issuable to the Registration Rights Holders (the “Resale Registration
Statement”), and would use our commercially reasonable efforts to have the Resale Registration Statement declared effective as soon as reasonably practicable after the
filing thereof. In certain circumstances, the Registration Rights Holders can demand up to two underwritten offerings in any six month period (and we are not required to
effect more than four underwritten offerings in any 12 month period), and the Registration Rights Holders will be entitled to customary piggyback registration rights. The
Sponsor Registration Rights Agreement does not provide for the payment of any cash penalties by Lilium if we fail to satisfy any of our obligations under the Sponsor
Registration Rights Agreement.
 

In addition, we have entered into a registration rights agreement granting customary registration rights to Azul in respect of the Class A Shares issuable upon the
exercise of the Azul Warrants. We have also entered into a registration rights agreement with Tumim Stone Capital LLC (“Tumim”) relating to the registration of the
Class A Shares that have been or may from time to time be sold by the Company to Tumim in accordance with the share purchase agreement, dated as of June 3, 2022,
between the Company and Tumim, pursuant to which we have filed with the SEC a registration statement.
 
Listing of Securities
 

Our Class A Shares and the Public Warrants are listed on Nasdaq under the symbols “LILM” and “LILMW,” respectively. Holders of our securities should obtain
current market quotations for their securities. There can be no assurance that our Class A Shares and/or Public Warrants will remain listed on Nasdaq. If we fail to comply
with the Nasdaq listing requirements, our Class A Shares and/or Public Warrants could be delisted from Nasdaq. A delisting of our Class A Shares will likely affect the
liquidity of our Class A Shares and warrants and could inhibit or restrict our ability to raise additional financing.
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DESCRIPTION OF WARRANTS

 
The following summary description of the Warrants, and any description of Warrants contained in any applicable prospectus supplement, does not purport to be

complete and is subject to, and qualified in its entirety by reference to, the provisions of the applicable warrant agreement and warrant certificate that will be filed with the
SEC in connection with the offering of such Warrants.
 

The Company may issue Warrants to purchase Class A Shares independently or together with any other Securities. Each series of Warrants will be issued under a
separate warrant agreement to be entered into between the Company and a warrant agent that will be named in the applicable prospectus supplement. The warrant agent
will act solely as the Company’s agent and will not assume any obligation or relationship of agency for or with holders or beneficial owners of Warrants. The terms of any
Warrants to be issued and a description of the material provisions of the applicable warrant agreement will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.
 
 

The applicable prospectus supplement will describe the following terms of any warrants in respect of which this prospectus is being delivered:
 

● the title of such Warrants;
 

● the aggregate number of the Warrants offered;
 

● the price or prices at which the Warrants will be issued and exercised;
 

● the currency or currencies in which the price of such Warrants will be payable;
 

● the securities purchasable upon exercise of such Warrants;
 

● the date on which the right to exercise such Warrants shall commence and the date on which such right shall expire;
 

● if applicable, the minimum or maximum amount of such Warrants which may be exercised at any one time;
 

● if applicable, the designation and terms of the Securities with which such Warrants are issued and the number of such Warrants issued with each such Security;
 

● if applicable, the date on and after which such Warrants will be transferable;
 

● information with respect to book-entry procedures, if any;
 

● if applicable, any material Dutch, German and/or United States federal income tax consequences;
 

● the effect of any merger, consolidation, sale or other disposition of the Company’s business on the warrant agreement and the Warrants;
 

● redemption or call provisions, if any, applicable to the Warrants;
 

● the anti-dilution provisions of the Warrants, if any; and
 

● any other terms of such Warrants, including terms, procedures and limitations relating to the transferability, adjustment, modification, redemption, exchange and
exercise of the Warrants, if applicable.

 
Holders of Warrants convertible into Class A Shares will not be entitled, solely by virtue of being holders, to vote, to consent, to receive dividends, to receive notice

as shareholders with respect to any meeting of shareholders for the election of directors or any other matters, or to exercise any rights whatsoever as a holder of the
Class A Shares purchasable upon exercise of the Warrants.
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DESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS

 
The following summary description of the Rights, and any description of rights in the applicable prospectus supplement, does not purport to be complete and is

subject to, and qualified in its entirety by reference to, the applicable rights agreement and provisions of the certificate evidencing the Rights that will be filed with the
SEC in connection with the offering of such Rights.
 

The Company may issue Rights to purchase Class A Shares that the Company may offer to its securityholders from time to time. The Rights may or may not be
transferable by the persons purchasing or receiving the Rights. In connection with any Rights offering, the Company may enter into a standby underwriting or other
arrangement with one or more underwriters or other persons pursuant to which such underwriters or other persons would purchase any offered Securities remaining
unsubscribed for after such Rights offering.
 

Each series of Rights will be issued under a separate rights agent agreement to be entered into between the Company and a bank or trust company, as rights agent,
that the Company will name in the applicable prospectus supplement. The rights agent will act solely as the Company’s agent in connection with the Rights and will not
assume any obligation or relationship of agency or trust for or with any holders of rights certificates or beneficial owners of Rights.
 

The prospectus supplement relating to any Rights that the Company may offer from time to time will describe specific terms relating to the offering, including,
among other matters:
 

● the title of the Rights;
 

● the date of determining the securityholders entitled to the Rights distribution;
 

● the Securities for which the Rights are exercisable;
  

● the aggregate number of Rights issued and the aggregate number of Class A Shares and/or Warrants purchasable upon exercise of the Rights;
 

● the exercise price;
 

● the date on which the Rights become exercisable and the date on which the Rights will expire;
 

● the extent to which the Rights include an over-subscription privilege with respect to unsubscribed Securities;
 

● if applicable, a discussion of the material Dutch, German and/or United States federal income tax considerations applicable to the issuance or exercise of such
Rights;

 
● if applicable, the material terms of any standby underwriting or other purchase arrangement that the Company may enter into in connection with the Rights

offering; and
 

● the material terms of the Rights, including terms, transferability, conditions to completion of the Rights offering, procedures and limitation relating to the
exchange and exercise of such Rights.

 
Each Right would entitle the holder of the Rights to purchase for cash the principal amount of Class A Shares at the exercise price set forth in the applicable

prospectus supplement. Rights may be exercised at any time up to the close of business on the expiration date for the Rights provided in the applicable prospectus
supplement. After the close of business on the expiration date, all unexercised Rights will become void.
 

If less than all of the Rights issued in any Rights offering are exercised, the Company may offer any unsubscribed Securities directly to persons other than the
Company’s securityholders, to or through agents, underwriters or dealers or through a combination of such methods, including pursuant to standby arrangements, as
described in the applicable prospectus supplement.
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TAXATION

 
Material income tax consequences relating to the purchase, ownership and disposition of any of the Securities offered by this prospectus will be set forth in the

applicable prospectus supplement(s) relating to the offering of those Securities.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

 
The Company may offer and sell, from time to time, some or all of the Securities covered by this prospectus up to a total amount of $250,000,000. The Company has

registered the Securities covered by this prospectus for offer and sale by it so that those Securities may be freely sold to the public by the Company. Registration of the
Securities covered by this prospectus does not mean, however, that those Securities necessarily will be offered or sold.
 

Securities covered by this prospectus may be sold from time to time, in one or more transactions, at market prices prevailing at the time of sale, at prices related to
market prices, at a fixed price or prices subject to change, at varying prices determined at the time of sale or at negotiated prices. The Securities being offered by this
prospectus may be sold:
 

● in ordinary brokers’ transactions;
 

● transactions involving cross or block trades;
 

● through brokers, dealers or underwriters who may act solely as agents;
 

● to or through one or more underwriters on a firm commitment or agency basis;
 

● through put or call option transactions relating to the Securities covered by this prospectus;
 

● through broker-dealers (acting as agent or principal);
 

● directly to purchasers, including the Company’s affiliates, through a specific bidding or auction process, on a negotiated basis or otherwise;
 

● through any other method permitted pursuant to applicable law; or
 

● through a combination of any such methods of sale.
 

At any time a particular offer of the Securities covered by this prospectus is made, a revised prospectus or prospectus supplement, if required, will be distributed,
which will set forth the aggregate amount of Securities covered by this prospectus being offered and the terms of the offering, including the public offering price or the
purchase price of the Securities or the other consideration to be paid therefore and the proceeds from such sale, any options under which underwriters may purchase
additional Securities from the Company, the delayed delivery arrangements, the name or names of any underwriters, dealers, brokers or agents, any discounts,
commissions, concessions and other items constituting compensation from the Company, any discounts, commissions or concessions allowed or reallowed or paid to
dealers, and any securities exchanges on which the Securities may be listed. Such prospectus supplement, and, if necessary, a post-effective amendment to the registration
statement of which this prospectus is a part, will be filed with the SEC to reflect the disclosure of additional information with respect to the distribution of the Securities
covered by this prospectus. In order to comply with the securities laws of certain states, if applicable, the Securities sold under this prospectus may only be sold through
registered or licensed broker-dealers. In addition, in some states the Securities may not be sold unless they have been registered or qualified for sale in the applicable state
or an exemption from registration or qualification requirements is available and is complied with.
 

Any public offering price and any discounts or concessions allowed or reallowed or paid to dealers may be changed from time to time.
 

The distribution of the Securities may be effected from time to time in one or more transactions, including:
 

● block transactions (which may involve crosses) and transactions on Nasdaq or any other organized market where the Securities covered by this prospectus may
be traded;

 
● purchases by a broker-dealer as principal and resale by the broker-dealer for its own account pursuant to a prospectus supplement;

 
● ordinary brokerage transactions and transactions in which a broker-dealer solicits purchasers;

 
● sales “at the market” to or through a market maker or into an existing trading market, on an exchange or otherwise; and

 
● sales in other ways not involving market makers or established trading markets, including direct sales to purchasers.

 
In addition, we may issue the Securities as a dividend or distribution or in a Rights offering to our existing securityholders. In some cases, we or any dealers acting

for us may also repurchase the Securities and reoffer them to the public by one or more of the methods described above.
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The Securities covered by this prospectus may be sold at a fixed price or prices, which may be changed, or at market prices prevailing at the time of sale, at prices

relating to the prevailing market prices or at negotiated prices. The consideration may be cash or another form negotiated by the parties. Agents, underwriters or broker-
dealers may be paid compensation for offering and selling the Securities covered by this prospectus. That compensation may be in the form of discounts, concessions or
commissions to be received from the Company or from the purchasers of the Securities covered by this prospectus. Any dealers and agents participating in the distribution
of the Securities covered by this prospectus may be deemed to be underwriters, and compensation received by them on resale of the Securities covered by this prospectus
may be deemed to be underwriting discounts. If any such dealers or agents were deemed to be underwriters, they may be subject to statutory liabilities under the
Securities Act.
 
Sales through Underwriters or Dealers
 

If underwriters are used in a sale, the Securities covered by this prospectus will be acquired by the underwriters for their own account and may be resold from time to
time in one or more transactions, including negotiated transactions, at a fixed public offering price or at varying prices determined at the time of sale, or under delayed
delivery contracts or other contractual commitments. Securities covered by this prospectus may be offered to the public either through underwriting syndicates
represented by one or more managing underwriters or directly by one or more firms acting as underwriters. If an underwriter or underwriters are used in the sale of the
Securities covered by this prospectus, an underwriting agreement will be executed with the underwriter or underwriters, as well as any other underwriter or underwriters,
with respect to a particular underwritten offering of the Securities covered by this prospectus, and will set forth the terms of the transactions, including compensation of
the underwriters and dealers and the public offering price, if applicable. The prospectus and prospectus supplement will be used by the underwriters to resell the Securities
covered by this prospectus.
 

If a dealer is used in the sale of the Securities covered by this prospectus, the Company will sell the Securities to the dealer, as principal. The dealer may then resell
the Securities to the public at varying prices to be determined by the dealer at the time of resale. To the extent required, the Company will set forth in the prospectus
supplement the name of the dealer and the terms of the transactions.
 
Sales through Agents
 

Agents may from time to time solicit offers to purchase the Securities covered by this prospectus. If required, the Company will name in the applicable prospectus
supplement any agent involved in the offer or sale of the Securities and set forth any compensation payable to the agent. Unless otherwise indicated in the prospectus
supplement, any agent will be acting on a best efforts basis for the period of its appointment. Any agent selling the Securities covered by this prospectus may be deemed
to be an underwriter, as that term is defined in the Securities Act, of the Securities.
 
Direct Sales
 

The Company may directly solicit offers to purchase the Securities covered by this prospectus and may make sales of such Securities directly to institutional investors
or others, without using agents, underwriters or dealers. These persons may be deemed to be underwriters within the meaning of the Securities Act with respect to any
resale of the Securities covered by this prospectus. To the extent required, the prospectus supplement will describe the terms of any such sales, including the terms of any
bidding or auction process, if used.
 
Delayed Delivery Contracts
 

If so indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, the Company may authorize agents, underwriters or dealers to solicit offers from certain types of institutions
to purchase offered Securities from the Company at the public offering price set forth in such prospectus supplement pursuant to delayed delivery contracts providing for
payment and delivery on a specified date in the future. Such contracts will be subject only to those conditions set forth in the prospectus supplement and the prospectus
supplement will set forth the commission payable for solicitation of such contracts.
 
Market Making, Stabilization and Other Transactions
 

Certain persons participating in an offering may engage in over-allotment, stabilizing transactions, short-covering transactions and penalty bids that stabilize,
maintain or otherwise affect the price of the offered Securities. These activities may maintain the price of the offered Securities at levels above those that might otherwise
prevail in the open market, including by entering stabilizing bids, effecting syndicate covering transactions or imposing penalty bids, each of which is described below:
 

● A stabilizing bid means the placing of any bid, or the effecting of any purchase, for the purpose of pegging, fixing or maintaining the price of a Security.
 

● A syndicate covering transaction means the placing of any bid on behalf of the underwriting syndicate or the effecting of any purchase to reduce a short position
created in connection with the offering.

 
● A penalty bid means an arrangement that permits the managing underwriter to reclaim a selling concession from a syndicate member in connection with the

offering when offered Securities originally sold by the syndicate member are purchased in syndicate covering transactions.
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These transactions may be effected on an exchange or automated quotation system, if the Securities covered by this prospectus are listed on that exchange or admitted

for trading on that automated quotation system, or in the over-the-counter market or otherwise. Stabilizing transactions, syndicate covering transactions and penalty bids
may cause the price of the offered Securities to be higher than it would be in the absence of the transactions. The underwriters may, if they commence these transactions,
discontinue them at any time.
 

Each series of offered Securities, other than the Class A Shares (which are currently listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol “LILM”), will be a
new issue of securities and will have no established trading market. Any underwriters to whom offered Securities are sold for public offering and sale may make a market
in such offered Securities, but such underwriters will not be obligated to do so and may discontinue any market making at any time without notice. The offered Securities,
other than the Class A Shares, may or may not be listed on a national securities exchange. No assurance can be given that there will be a market for the offered Securities
or that any such market will be maintained.
 

Any Securities covered by this prospectus that qualify for sale pursuant to Rule 144 or Regulation S under the Securities Act may be sold under Rule 144 or
Regulation S rather than pursuant to this prospectus.
 

To the extent that the Company makes sales to or through one or more underwriters or agents in at-the-market offerings, the Company will do so pursuant to the
terms of a distribution agreement between the Company and the underwriters or agents. If the Company engages in at-the-market sales pursuant to a distribution
agreement, the Company will offer and sell the Securities to or through one or more underwriters or agents, which may act on an agency basis or on a principal basis.
During the term of any such agreement, the Company may sell the Securities on a daily basis in exchange transactions or otherwise as agreed with the underwriters or
agents. The distribution agreement will provide that any Securities sold will be sold at prices related to the then prevailing market prices. Therefore, exact figures
regarding proceeds that will be raised or commissions to be paid cannot be determined at this time and will be described in a prospectus supplement. Pursuant to the terms
of the distribution agreement, the Company also may agree to sell, and the relevant underwriters or agents may agree to solicit offers to purchase, blocks of the
Company’s Securities. The terms of each such distribution agreement will be set forth in more detail in a prospectus supplement to this prospectus.
 

In connection with offerings made through underwriters or agents, the Company may enter into agreements with such underwriters or agents pursuant to which the
Company receives the Company’s outstanding securities in consideration for the Securities being offered to the public for cash. In connection with these arrangements,
the underwriters or agents may also sell Securities covered by this prospectus to hedge their positions in these outstanding securities, including in short sale transactions.
If so, the underwriters or agents may use the Securities received from the Company under these arrangements to close out any related open borrowings of Securities.
 

One or more firms, referred to as “remarketing firms,” may also offer or sell the Securities, if the prospectus supplement so indicates, in connection with a
remarketing arrangement upon their purchase. Remarketing firms will act as principals for their own accounts or as agents for us. These remarketing firms will offer or
sell the Securities covered by this prospectus in accordance with a redemption or repayment pursuant to the terms of the Securities covered by this prospectus. The
prospectus supplement will identify any remarketing firm and the terms of its agreement, if any, with the Company and will describe the remarketing firm’s
compensation. Remarketing firms may be deemed to be underwriters in connection with the Securities they remarket. Remarketing firms may be entitled under
agreements that may be entered into with the Company to indemnification by the Company against certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act,
and may engage in transactions with or perform services for the Company in the ordinary course of business.
 
Derivative Transactions and Hedging
 

The Company, the underwriters or other agents may engage in derivative transactions involving the Securities covered by this prospectus. These derivatives may
consist of short sale transactions and other hedging activities. The underwriters may acquire a long or short position in the securities, hold or resell securities acquired and
purchase options or futures on the Securities and other derivative instruments with returns linked to or related to changes in the price of the Securities. In order to
facilitate these derivative transactions, the Company may enter into security lending or repurchase agreements with the underwriters. The underwriters may effect the
derivative transactions through sales of the securities to the public, including short sales, or by lending the Securities in order to facilitate short sale transactions by others.
The underwriters may also use the Securities purchased or borrowed from the Company or others (or, in the case of derivatives, Securities received from the Company in
settlement of those derivatives) to directly or indirectly settle sales of the Securities or close out any related open borrowings of the Securities.
 
Loan or Pledge of Securities
 

The Company may loan or pledge the Securities to a financial institution or other third party that in turn may sell the Securities using this prospectus and an
applicable prospectus supplement. Such financial institution or third party may transfer its short position to investors in the Securities or in connection with a
simultaneous offering of other Securities offered by this prospectus.
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Electronic Auctions
 

The Company may also make sales through the Internet or through other electronic means. Since the Company may from time to time elect to offer the Securities
directly to the public, with or without the involvement of agents, underwriters or dealers, utilizing the Internet or other forms of electronic bidding or ordering systems for
the pricing and allocation of such Securities, you should pay particular attention to the description of that system the Company will provide in a prospectus supplement.
 

Such electronic system may allow bidders to directly participate, through electronic access to an auction site, by submitting conditional offers to buy that are subject
to acceptance by us, and which may directly affect the price or other terms and conditions at which such Securities are sold. These bidding or ordering systems may
present to each bidder, on a so-called “real-time” basis, relevant information to assist in making a bid, such as the clearing spread at which the offering would be sold,
based on the bids submitted, and whether a bidder’s individual bids would be accepted, prorated or rejected. Of course, many pricing methods can and may also be used.
 

Upon completion of such an electronic auction process, Securities will be allocated based on prices bid, terms of bid or other factors. The final offering price at which
the offered Securities would be sold and the allocation of the offered Securities among bidders would be based in whole or in part on the results of the Internet or other
electronic bidding process or auction.
 
General Information
 

Underwriters, dealers, brokers and agents that we may use from time to time in offering the Securities may be entitled under agreements entered into with us to
indemnification by us against certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act, or to contribution with respect to payments that they may be required to
make. If required, the prospectus supplement will describe the terms and conditions of the indemnification or contribution.
 

Underwriters, dealers, brokers and agents that we may use from time to time in offering the Securities may engage in transactions with, or perform services for, us
and our affiliates in the ordinary course of business.
 

Underwriters, dealers and agents that participate in the distribution of the offered Securities may be underwriters as defined in the Securities Act, and any discounts
or commissions received by them from the Company and any profit on the resale of the Securities by them may be treated as underwriting discounts and commissions
under the Securities Act. Any underwriters, dealers or agents used in the offer or sale of the Securities will be identified and their compensation described in an applicable
prospectus supplement.
 

Under the securities laws of some jurisdictions, the Securities offered by this prospectus may be sold in those jurisdictions only through registered or licensed brokers
or dealers.
 

Any person participating in the distribution of Securities registered under the registration statement that includes this prospectus will be subject to applicable
provisions of the Exchange Act, and the applicable SEC rules and regulations, including, among others, Regulation M, which may limit the timing of purchases and sales
of any of the Company’s securities by that person. Furthermore, Regulation M may restrict the ability of any person engaged in the distribution of the Company’s
securities to engage in market-making activities with respect to the Company’s securities. These restrictions may affect the marketability of the Company’s securities and
the ability of any person or entity to engage in market-making activities with respect to the Company’s securities.
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EXPENSES RELATED TO THE OFFERING

 
The Company will incur an SEC registration fee of $27,550, and will also incur printing and engraving costs, legal fees and expenses, accounting fees and expenses,

and where applicable, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Inc. filing fees and listing fees of any national securities exchange, and others in connection with the
offering of the Securities. Expenses of any of the Securities offered by this prospectus will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement(s) relating to the offering
of those Securities.
 

LEGAL MATTERS
 

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP has advised us on certain legal matters as to Dutch law. We have been advised on U.S. securities matters by Freshfields
Bruckhaus Deringer US LLP.
 

EXPERTS
 

The financial statements incorporated in this prospectus by reference to the Annual Report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2021 have been so
incorporated in reliance on the report (which contains an explanatory paragraph relating to the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern as described in Note 4 to
the financial statements) of PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, an independent registered public accounting firm, given on the authority of
said firm as experts in auditing and accounting.
 

PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft is a member of the Chamber of Public Accountants (Wirtschaftsprüferkammer), Berlin, Germany.
The current address of PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, is Bernhard-Wicki-Straße 8, 80636 Munich, Germany.
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WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION
 

We have filed with the SEC a registration statement (including amendments and exhibits to the registration statement) on Form F-3. This prospectus, which is part of
the registration statement, does not contain all of the information set forth in the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules to the registration statement. For
further information, we refer you to the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules filed as part of the registration statement. If a document has been filed as an
exhibit to the registration statement, we refer you to the copy of the document that has been filed. Each statement in this prospectus relating to a document filed as an
exhibit is qualified in all respects by the filed exhibit. We are subject to the informational requirements of the Exchange Act that are applicable to foreign private issuers.
Accordingly, we are required to file or furnish reports and other information with the SEC, including annual reports on Form 20-F and reports on Form 6-K. The SEC
maintains an Internet website that contains reports and other information regarding issuers that file electronically with the SEC. Our filings with the SEC are available to
the public through the SEC’s website at http://www.sec.gov. As a foreign private issuer, we are exempt under the Exchange Act from, among other things, the
rules prescribing the furnishing and content of proxy statements, and our executive officers, directors and principal shareholders are exempt from the reporting and short-
swing profit recovery provisions contained in Section 16 of the Exchange Act. In addition, we will not be required under the Exchange Act to file periodic reports and
financial statements with the SEC as frequently or as promptly as U.S. companies whose securities are registered under the Exchange Act. We maintain a corporate
website at www.lilium.com. Information contained on, or that can be accessed through, our website does not constitute a part of this prospectus. We have included our
website address in this prospectus solely for informational purposes.
 

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE
 

The SEC allows us to “incorporate by reference” the information we file with or furnish to them. This means that we can disclose important information to you by
referring you to those documents. Each document incorporated by reference is current only as of the date of such document, and the incorporation by reference of such
documents shall not create any implication that there has been no change in our affairs since the date thereof or that the information contained therein is current as of any
time subsequent to its date. The information incorporated by reference is considered to be a part of this prospectus and should be read with the same care. When we
update the information contained in documents that have been incorporated by reference by making future filings with the SEC, the information incorporated by reference
in this prospectus is considered to be automatically updated and superseded. In other words, in the case of a conflict or inconsistency between information contained in
this prospectus and information incorporated by reference into this prospectus, you should rely on the information contained in the document that was filed later.
 

We incorporate by reference the documents listed below and any documents filed with the SEC in the future under Sections 13(a), 13(c) and 15(d) of the Exchange
Act until the offerings made under this prospectus are completed:
 

· our Annual Report on Form 20-F for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021, filed with the SEC on March 30, 2022;
 

· the description of the securities contained in our registration statement on Form 8-A filed on August 11, 2021 pursuant to Section 12 of the Exchange Act,
together with all amendments and reports filed for the purpose of updating that description;

 
· any future filings on Form 20-F made with the SEC under the Exchange Act after date of this prospectus and prior to the termination of the offering of the

securities offered by this prospectus;
 

· the first paragraph of the Explanatory Note of our Report on Form 6-K, filed with the SEC on June 1, 2022;
 

· the information in the Explanatory Note and under the headings “Recent Developments” and “Risk Factors” of our Report on Form 6-K, filed with the SEC on
June 14, 2022;

 
· our Reports on Form 6-K, filed with the SEC on February 28, 2022, June 6, 2022, September 27, 2022 and September 28, 2022; and

 
· any future reports on Form 6-K that we furnish to the SEC after the date of this prospectus that are identified in such reports as being incorporated by reference

in this prospectus.
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We will provide without charge to each person, including any beneficial owner, to whom this prospectus is delivered, upon his or her written or oral request, a copy

of any or all documents referred to above that have been or may be incorporated by reference into this prospectus other than exhibits that are not specifically incorporated
by reference into those documents. You can request those documents from:
 

Roger Franks
c/o Lilium Aviation Inc.

2385 N.W. Executive Center Drive, Suite 300
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Telephone: 561-526-8460

 
We have not authorized any other person to provide you with any information other than the information contained in this prospectus and the documents incorporated

by reference herein. We do not take responsibility for, or provide any assurance as to the reliability of, any different or additional information. We are not making an offer
to sell the Securities in any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted. You should assume the information appearing in this prospectus and the documents
incorporated by reference herein are accurate only as of their respective dates. Our business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects may have changed
since those dates.
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PART II

 
Information Not Required in Prospectus

 
Item 8. Indemnification of Directors and Officers
 

Under Dutch law, directors of a Dutch public company may be held jointly and severally liable to the Company for damages in the event of improper or negligent
performance of their duties. They may be held liable for damages to the Company and to third parties for infringement of certain provisions of Dutch law or the articles of
association. In addition, directors may be held liable to third parties for any actions that may give rise to a tort. This applies equally to our non-executive directors and
executive directors. In certain circumstances, they may also incur other specific civil and criminal liabilities.
 

Pursuant to our articles of association and unless Dutch law provides otherwise, the Company shall indemnify and hold harmless each executive director and non-
executive director, both former directors and directors currently in office, each person who is or was serving as an officer, each person who is or was serving as a proxy
holder and each person who is or was a member of the board or supervisory board or officer of other companies or corporations, partnerships, joint ventures, trusts or
other enterprises by virtue of their functional responsibilities with the Company or any of its Subsidiaries (each of them an “Indemnified Person”) against any and all
liabilities, claims, judgments, fines and penalties (“Claims”) incurred by the Indemnified Person as a result of any threatened, pending or completed action, investigation
or other proceeding, whether civil, criminal or administrative (each, a “Legal Action”), brought by any party other than the Company itself or any subsidiaries within the
meaning of Section 2:24a of the Dutch Civil Code (“Subsidiaries”), in relation to acts or omissions in or related to their capacity as an Indemnified Person.
 

Claims will include derivative actions brought on behalf of the Company or any Subsidiaries against the Indemnified Person and Claims by the Company (or any
Subsidiaries) itself for reimbursement for Claims by third parties on the ground that the Indemnified Person was jointly liable toward that third party in addition to the
Company.
 

The Indemnified Person will not be indemnified with respect to Claims insofar as they relate to the gaining in fact of personal profits, advantages or compensation to
which the Indemnified Person was not legally entitled, or if the Indemnified Person shall have been adjudged to be liable for willful misconduct (opzet) or intentional
recklessness (bewuste roekeloosheid).
 

Any expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and litigation costs) (collectively, “Expenses”) incurred by the Indemnified Person in connection with any Legal
Action shall be settled or reimbursed by the Company, but only upon receipt of a written undertaking by that Indemnified Person that they shall repay such Expenses if a
competent court in an irrevocable judgment has determined that they are not entitled to be indemnified. Expenses shall be deemed to include any tax liability that the
Indemnified Person may be subject to as a result of their indemnification.
 

In the case of a Legal Action against the Indemnified Person by the Company itself or any Subsidiary(s), the Company will settle or reimburse to the Indemnified
Person their reasonable attorneys’ fees and litigation costs, but only upon receipt of a written undertaking by that Indemnified Person that they shall repay such fees and
costs if a competent court in an irrevocable judgment has resolved the Legal Action in favor of the Company or the relevant Subsidiary(s) rather than the Indemnified
Person.
 

Expenses incurred by the Indemnified Person in connection with any Legal Action will also be settled or reimbursed by the Company in advance of the final
disposition of such action, but only upon receipt of a written undertaking by that Indemnified Person that they shall repay such Expenses if a competent court in an
irrevocable judgment has determined that they are not entitled to be indemnified. Such Expenses incurred by Indemnified Persons may be so advanced upon such terms
and conditions as the Board decides.
 

We have entered into indemnification agreements with each of our directors and executive officers. Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the
Securities Act may be permitted to directors, officers or persons controlling us pursuant to the foregoing provisions, we have been informed that in the opinion of the SEC
such indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and is therefore unenforceable.
 
Item 9. Exhibits
 
The following exhibits are included or incorporated by reference herein:
 

Exhibit Index
 

Exhibit No.  Description
   
1.1†  Form of underwriting agreement.
   
2.1  Business Combination Agreement, dated as of March 30, 2021, by and among Qell Acquisition Corp., Lilium GmbH, Lilium B.V. and Queen

Cayman Merger LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.1 to the Registration Statement on Form F-4 (Reg. No. 333-255800), filed with the SEC
on May 5, 2021).
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2.2  Amendment No. 1, dated as of July 14, 2021, to Business Combination Agreement, by and among Qell Acquisition Corp., Lilium GmbH, Lilium

B.V. and Queen Cayman Merger LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.2 to the Registration Statement on Form F-4 (Reg. No. 333-255800),
filed with the SEC on July 14, 2021).

   
2.3  Plan of Merger (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.3 to the Registration Statement on Form F-4 (Reg. No. 333-255800), filed with the SEC on

May 5, 2021).
   
4.1†  Form of Warrant Agreement (including Form of Warrant) of Lilium N.V.
   
4.2†  Form of Rights Agreement (including Form of Rights Certificate) of Lilium N.V.
   
5.1*  Opinion of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP.
   
5.2*  Opinion of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer US LLP.
   
23.1*  Consent of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP (included in Exhibit 5.1).
   
23.2*  Consent of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer US LLP (included in Exhibit 5.2).
   
23.3*  Consent of PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft.
   
24.1*  Power of Attorney (included on the signature page to this Registration Statement).
   
107*  Filing fee table.
 
 

 
*     Filed herewith.
†   To be filed as an exhibit to a post-effective amendment to this registration statement or as an exhibit to a report filed or furnished pursuant to the Exchange Act of the
Registrant and incorporated herein by reference.
 

All schedules have been omitted because they are not required, are not applicable or the information is otherwise set forth in the financial statements or notes thereto.
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Item 10. Undertakings
 
(a) The undersigned Registrant hereby undertakes:
 

(1) To file, during any period in which offers or sales are being made, a post-effective amendment to this registration statement:
 

(i) to include any prospectus required by Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act;
 

(ii) to reflect in the prospectus any facts or events arising after the effective date of the registration statement (or the most recent post-effective amendment
thereof) which, individually or in the aggregate, represent a fundamental change in the information set forth in the registration statement. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, any increase or decrease in volume of securities offered (if the total dollar value of securities offered would not exceed that which was registered) and
any deviation from the low or high end of the estimated maximum offering range may be reflected in the form of prospectus filed with the SEC pursuant to
Rule 424(b) if, in the aggregate, the changes in volume and price represent no more than 20% change in the maximum aggregate offering price set forth in the
“Calculation of Registration Fee” table in the effective registration statement; and

 
(iii) to include any material information with respect to the plan of distribution not previously disclosed in the registration statement or any material change

to such information in the registration statement;
 

provided, however, that paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) do not apply if the information required to be included in a post-effective amendment by those paragraphs is
contained in reports filed with or furnished to the SEC by the Registrant pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act that are incorporated by
reference in the registration statement, or is contained in a form of prospectus filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) that is part of the registration statement.

 
(2) That for the purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act, each post-effective amendment that contains a form of prospectus shall be deemed

to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide
offering thereof.

 
(3) To remove from registration by means of a post-effective amendment any of the securities being registered which remain unsold at the termination of the

offering.
 

(4) To file a post-effective amendment to the registration statement to include any financial statements required by Item 8.A of Form 20-F at the start of any
delayed offering or throughout a continuous offering. Financial statements and information otherwise required by Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act need not be
furnished, provided that the Registrant includes in the prospectus, by means of a post-effective amendment, financial statements required pursuant to this paragraph
(a)(4) and other information necessary to ensure that all other information in the prospectus is at least as current as the date of those financial statements.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, a post-effective amendment need not be filed to include financial statements and information required by Section 10(a)(3) of the
Securities Act or Item 8.A of Form 20-F if such financial statements and information are contained in periodic reports filed with or furnished to the SEC by the
Registrant pursuant to section 13 or section 15(d) of the Exchange Act that are incorporated by reference in the registration statement.

 
(5) That, for the purpose of determining liability under the Securities Act to any purchaser:

 
(i) Each prospectus filed by the Registrant pursuant to Rule 424(b)(3) shall be deemed to be part of the registration statement as of the date the filed

prospectus was deemed part of and included in the registration statement; and
 

(ii) Each prospectus required to be filed pursuant to Rule 424(b)(2), (b)(5) or (b)(7) as part of a registration statement in reliance on Rule 430B relating to an
offering made pursuant to Rule 415(a)(1)(i), (vii) or (x) for the purpose of providing the information required by Section 10(a) of the Securities Act shall be
deemed to be part of and included in the registration statement as of the earlier of the date such form of prospectus is first used after effectiveness or the date of
the first contract of sale of securities in the offering described in the prospectus. As provided in Rule 430B, for liability purposes of the issuer and any person that
is at that date an underwriter, such date shall be deemed to be a new effective date of the registration statement relating to the securities in the registration
statement to which that prospectus relates, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof. Provided,
however, that no statement made in a registration statement or prospectus that is part of the registration statement or made in a document incorporated or deemed
incorporated by reference into the registration statement or prospectus that is part of the registration statement will, as to a purchaser with a time of contract of
sale prior to such effective date, supersede or modify any statement that was made in the registration statement or prospectus that was part of the registration
statement or made in any such document immediately prior to such effective date.
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(6) That, for the purpose of determining liability of the registrant under the Securities Act to any purchaser in the initial distribution of the securities:

 
The undersigned Registrant undertakes that in a primary offering of securities of the undersigned Registrant pursuant to this registration statement, regardless of

the underwriting method used to sell the securities to the purchaser, if the securities are offered or sold to such purchaser by means of any of the following
communications, the undersigned registrant will be a seller to the purchaser and will be considered to offer or sell such securities to such purchaser:

 
(i) Any preliminary prospectus or prospectus of the undersigned Registrant relating to the offering required to be filed pursuant to Rule 424;

 
(ii) Any free writing prospectus relating to the offering prepared by or on behalf of the undersigned Registrant or used or referred to by the undersigned

Registrant;
 

(iii) The portion of any other free writing prospectus relating to the offering containing material information about the undersigned Registrant or its
securities provided by or on behalf of the undersigned registrant; and

 
(iv) Any other communication that is an offer in the offering made by the undersigned Registrant to the purchaser.

 
(b) The undersigned Registrant undertakes that, for purposes of determining any liability under the Securities Act, each filing of the Registrant’s annual report

pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act (and, where applicable, each filing of an employee benefit plan’s annual report pursuant to Section 15(d) of the
Exchange Act) that is incorporated by reference in the registration statement shall be deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein,
and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof.
 

(c) Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act may be permitted to directors, officers and controlling persons of the Registrant pursuant
to the foregoing provisions, or otherwise, the Registrant has been advised that in the opinion of the SEC such indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the
Securities Act and is, therefore, unenforceable. In the event that a claim for indemnification against such liabilities (other than the payment by the Registrant of expenses
incurred or paid by a director, officer or controlling person of the Registrant in the successful defense of any action, suit or proceeding) is asserted by such director, officer
or controlling person in connection with the securities being registered, the Registrant will, unless in the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by controlling
precedent, submit to a court of appropriate jurisdiction the question of whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and
will be governed by the final adjudication of such issue.
 

(d) The undersigned Registrant hereby undertakes that (1) for purposes of determining any liability under the Securities Act, the information omitted from the form of
prospectus filed as part of this registration statement in reliance upon Rule 430A and contained in a form of prospectus filed by the Registrant pursuant to
Rule 424(b) (1) or (4) or 497(h) under the Securities Act shall be deemed to be part of this registration statement as of the time it was declared effective, and (2) for the
purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act, each post-effective amendment that contains a form of prospectus shall be deemed to be a new registration
statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof.
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SIGNATURES

 
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the registrant certifies that it has reasonable grounds to believe that it meets all of the

requirements for filing on Form F-3 and has duly caused this registration statement to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, in the city of
Wessling, Germany on the 3rd day of October, 2022.
 
 LILIUM N.V.
  
 By: /s/ Daniel Wiegand
  Name: Daniel Wiegand
  Title: Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director
 

Power of Attorney
 

KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS, that each person whose signature appears below does hereby constitute and appoint Daniel Wiegand, Geoffrey
Richardson and Klaus Roewe, and each of them singly, as his or her true and lawful attorneys-in-fact and agents, each with full power of substitution and re-substitution,
for him or her and in his or her name, place and stead, in any and all capacities, to sign any and all amendments (including post-effective amendments) to this registration
statement, and any subsequent registration statement filed by the registrant pursuant to Rule 462(b) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and to file or cause to be
filed the same, with all exhibits thereto, and other documents in connection therewith, with the SEC, granting unto said attorneys-in-fact and agents, and each of them, full
power and authority to do and perform each and every act and thing requisite and necessary to be done in connection therewith and about the premises, as fully to all
intents and purposes as he or she might or could do in person, hereby ratifying and confirming all that said attorneys-in-fact and agents, or any of them, or their or his or
her substitutes or substitutes, may lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.
 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, this registration statement has been signed by the following persons in the capacities and on
the dates indicated.
 

Signature  Capacity  Date
/s/ Daniel Wiegand  Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director  October 3, 2022

Daniel Wiegand  (Principal Executive Officer)   
     

/s/ Geoffrey Richardson  Chief Financial Officer  October 3, 2022
Geoffrey Richardson  (Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)   

     
/s/ Henri Courpron  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022

Henri Courpron     
     

/s/ Dr. Thomas Enders  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022
Dr. Thomas Enders     

     
/s/ Barry Engle  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022

Barry Engle     
     

/s/ David Neeleman  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022
David Neeleman     

     
/s/ Margaret M. Smyth  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022

Margaret M. Smyth     
     

/s/ Gabrielle Toledano  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022
Gabrielle Toledano     

 

 



 

 
/s/ David Wallerstein  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022

David Wallerstein     
     

/s/ Niklas Zennström  Non-executive Director  October 3, 2022
Niklas Zennström     

 

 



 

 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

 
Pursuant to the requirement of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the undersigned, the duly authorized representative in the United States of Lilium N.V., has

signed this registration statement on the 3rd day of October, 2022.
 
 LILIUM N.V.
  
 By: /s/ Geoffrey Richardson
  Name: Geoffrey Richardson
  Title: Chief Financial Officer
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Lilium N.V.
Claude-Dornier-Straße 1
Building 335
82234 Wessling
Germany
 

Amsterdam
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP

Strawinskylaan 10
1077 XZ Amsterdam
Postbus 75299
1070 AG Amsterdam
T  +31 20 485 7000

+31 20 485 7633 (Direct)
F   +31 20 517 7633
E dirkjan.smit@freshfields.com
www.freshfields.com
 
Doc ID
/1
 
Our Ref
DJS
CLIENT MATTER NO. 163871:0025 
 

3 October 2022  
 
Dear Sirs, Madams,
 
Introduction
 
1.             We have acted as Dutch law legal advisers to Lilium N.V. (the Company) with respect to certain matters of Netherlands law in connection with the filing of a
registration statement on Form F-3 on 3 October 2022 (the Registration Statement) with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the SEC) under the United States
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the Securities Act). Pursuant to the Registration Statement the Company may offer from time to time up to a total amount of
$250,000,000 in any combination of the securities described in therein, consisting of (i) Class A ordinary shares of the Company, nominal value €0.12 per share (the
Class A Shares and, such shares as may be issued pursuant to the conversion, exchange or exercise of the Warrants and the Rights (both as defined below) under the
Registration Statement, the Registered Shares), (ii) warrants to purchase Class A Shares (the Warrants) and (iii) rights to purchase Class A Shares (the Rights and,
collectively with the Class A Shares and the Warrants, the Securities), in one or more offerings (the Transactions).
 
 

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC334789. It is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.
Dutch Chambers of Commerce registration number 34368197. For regulatory information please refer to www.freshfields.com/support/legalnotice.
 
A list of the members (and of the non-members who are designated as partners) of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP and their qualifications is available for inspection at its registered office, 65 Fleet Street,
London EC4Y 1HS or at the above address. Any reference to a partner means a member, or a consultant or employee with equivalent standing and qualifications, of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP or any of
its affiliated firms or entities. Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP’s Amsterdam office includes attorneys, civil law notaries, tax advisers and solicitors.
 
Bank account:
Stg Beh Derdengld Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP, ABN AMRO Bank N.V., IBAN: NL14ABNA0256049947, BIC: ABNANL2A
 
Abu Dhabi Amsterdam Bahrain Beijing Berlin Brussels Cologne Dubai Düsseldorf Frankfurt am Main Hamburg Hanoi Ho Chi Minh City
Hong Kong
London Madrid Milan Munich New York Paris Rome Shanghai Singapore Tokyo Vienna Washington
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This opinion letter is delivered to you pursuant to your request.
 
Documents reviewed
 
2. In rendering the opinion, we have examined the following documents:
 
(a) the Registration Statement;
 
(b) an electronic copy of an extract from the commercial register of the Dutch Chamber of Commerce (the Commercial Register) dated 3 October 2022 relating to

the Company, and confirmed upon our request by the Commercial Register by telephone to be correct in all material respects on the date hereof (the Extract);
 
(c) a scanned copy of the deed of incorporation of the Company (at the time named Qell DutchCo B.V.) dated 11 March 2021 (the Deed of Incorporation);
 
(d) a scanned copy of the deed of partial amendment of the articles of association of the Company (akte van partiële statutenwijziging) dated 8 April 2021, pursuant

to which amendment the name of the Company was changed into Lilium B.V.;
 
(e) a scanned copy of a deed of conversion and amendment (akte van omzetting en statutenwijziging) dated 10 September 2021 relating to the conversion of the legal

form of the Company from a company with limited liability (besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) into a public company (naamloze
vennootschap) and amendment of the articles of association (statuten) of the Company, which, according to the Extract, are the Company’s articles of association
currently in force and effect (the Articles of Association); and

 
(f) a copy of unanimous resolution of the board of directors of the Company (the Board) dated 22 September 2022 (Board Resolution).
 

The documents referred to above in items (a) to (f) (inclusive) are herein referred to as the Documents; the documents referred to above in items (b) to (f)
(inclusive) are herein referred to as the Corporate Documents; and the document referred to above in item (f) is herein referred to as the Resolution.
 

Nature of Opinion and Observations
 
3. This opinion is subject to the following nature of opinion and observations:
 
(a) Dutch Law: this opinion is confined to the laws with general applicability (wettelijke regels met algemene gelding) of the Netherlands and, insofar as they are

directly applicable in the Netherlands, the European Union, all as they stand as at the date hereof and as such laws are currently interpreted in published
authoritative case law of the courts of the Netherlands (Dutch law); accordingly, we express no opinion with regard to any other system of law (including the law
of jurisdictions other than the Netherlands in which our firm has an office), even in cases where, in accordance with Dutch law, any foreign law should be
applied; furthermore, we do not express any opinion on public international law or on the rules of or promulgated under any treaty or by any treaty organisation
(except as otherwise stated above);
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(b) Changes in Law: we express no opinion that the future or continued performance of a party’s obligations or the consummation of the Transaction will not

contravene Dutch law, its application or interpretation if altered in the future;
 
(c) Territory of the Netherlands: all references in this opinion letter and its schedules to the Netherlands and Dutch law are to the European part of the Netherlands

and its law, respectively, only;
 
(d) Factual Statements: we have not been responsible for investigating or verifying the accuracy of the facts (or statements of foreign law) or the reasonableness of

any statements of opinion or intention contained in any documents, or for verifying that no material facts or provisions have been omitted therefrom; nor have we
verified the accuracy of any assumption made in this opinion letter;

 
(e) Representations: we express no opinion as to the correctness of any representation given by any of the parties (express or implied) under or by virtue of the

Documents, save if and insofar as the matters represented are the subject matter of a specific opinion herein;
 
(f) Effects of Opinion: the opinions expressed in this opinion letter have no bearing on declarations made, opinions expressed or statements of a similar nature made

by any of the parties in the Documents;
 
(g) Nature of Investigations: in rendering this opinion we have exclusively examined the Documents and we have conducted such investigations of Dutch law as we

have deemed necessary or advisable for the purpose of giving this opinion letter; as to matters of fact we have relied on the Documents and any other document
we have deemed relevant, and on statements or certificates of public officials;

 
(h) Formulae and Cash Flows: we have not been responsible for verifying the accuracy or correctness of any formula or ratio (whether expressed in words or

symbols) or financial schedule contained in the Documents, or any cash flow model used or to be used in connection with the transactions contemplated thereby,
or whether such formula, ratio, financial schedule or cash flow model appropriately reflects the commercial arrangements between the parties;

 
(i) Tax: we express no opinion in respect of the tax treatment of the Documents or the Transaction; you have not relied on any advice from us in relation to the tax

implications of the Documents or the Transaction for any person, whether in the Netherlands or any other jurisdiction, or the suitability of any tax provisions in
the Documents;

 
(j) Operational Licenses: we have not investigated whether the Company has obtained any of the operational licenses, permits and consents which it may require

for the purpose of carrying on its business (including the Transaction);
 
(k) Anti-trust: we have not considered whether the transactions contemplated by the Documents comply with civil, regulatory or criminal anti-trust, cartel,

competition, public procurement or state aid laws, nor whether any filings, clearances, notifications or disclosures are required or advisable under such laws;
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(l) Data Protection: we express no opinion on any data protection or insider trading laws of any jurisdiction (including the Netherlands);
 
(m) Legal Concepts: Dutch legal concepts are expressed in English terms and not in their original Dutch terms; the concepts concerned may not be identical to the

concepts described by the same English terms as they exist in the laws of other jurisdictions;
 
(n) Governing Law: this opinion and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in relation to this opinion are governed by Dutch law; and
 
(o) Date of Opinion: this opinion speaks as of the date hereof; no obligation is assumed to update this opinion or to inform any person of any changes of law or

other matters coming to our knowledge and occurring after the date hereof, which may affect this opinion in any respect.
 
Opinion
 
4.           On the basis stated in paragraph 3, and subject to the assumptions in Schedule 1, the qualifications in Schedule 2 and any factual matters, documents or events
not disclosed to us, we are of the opinion that:
 

(a) the Company has been duly incorporated as a private limited liability company (besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid) and is validly
existing as a public company with limited liability (naamloze vennootschap) under Dutch law; and

 
(b) the Registered Shares, when issued by the Company in accordance with the Articles of Association and accepted by the subscriber(s) of such Registered

Shares, shall be validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable.
 
Benefit of opinion
 
5.             This opinion is addressed to you in relation to and as an exhibit to the Company’s Registration Statement and, except with our prior written consent, is not to be
transmitted or disclosed to any other person, other than as an exhibit to the Registration Statement and is not to be used or relied upon by you or by any other person for
any purpose other than in connection with the filing of the Registration Statement.
 
6.             This opinion letter and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in relation to this opinion are governed by the laws of the Netherlands. Every situation
concerning the legal relationship between yourself and Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP, the above submission to jurisdiction included, is governed by the general
terms of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP.1
 
7.             We hereby consent to the filing of this legal opinion letter as an exhibit to the Registration Statement. In giving the consent set out in the previous sentence, we
do not thereby admit or imply that we are in the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act or any rules and regulations of the
SEC promulgated thereunder.
 
Yours faithfully,
  
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
 
 

1 The general terms and conditions of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP can be found at www.freshfields.com.
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Schedule 1 
ASSUMPTIONS

 
In considering the Documents and in rendering this opinion we have (with your consent and, unless specifically stated otherwise, without any further enquiry) assumed
that:
 
(a) Authenticity: all (electronic) signatures, stamps and seals on all documents in connection with this opinion (whether as originals as copies or electronically) are

genuine and all such documents are authentic, accurate and complete;
 
(b) Copies: all documents retrieved by us or supplied to us electronically (whether in portable document format (PDF) or as scanned copies), as photocopies,

facsimile copies or e-mail conformed copies are in conformity with the originals;
 
(c) Drafts: Documents examined by us in draft form, as applicable, have been or, as the case may be, will be executed in the form of the drafts examined by us;
 
(d) No Amendments: the Documents have since their execution, as applicable, not been amended, supplemented, rescinded, terminated by any of the parties thereto

or declared null and void by a competent court;
 
(e) Deed of Incorporation: the Deed of Incorporation is a valid notarial deed (authentieke akte), the contents of which were correct and complete as of the date

thereof and there were no defects in the incorporation of the Company (not appearing on the face of the Deed of Incorporation) on the basis of which a court
might dissolve the Company or deem it has never existed;

 
(f) Registration: the Registration Statement has been or will have been filed with the SEC and declared effective pursuant to the Securities Act;
 
(g) Corporate Documents: at the time when any Corporate Document was signed or will be signed, as the case may be, each person who is a party to or signatory of

that Corporate Document, as applicable (i) had been validly incorporated, was validly existing and, to the extent relevant in such party’s jurisdiction, in good
standing under the laws applicable to such party, (ii) had all requisite power, authority and legal capacity to sign that Corporate Document and to perform all
juridical acts (rechtshandelingen) and other actions contemplated thereby and (iii) has validly signed that Corporate Document;

 
(h) Extract: the information set forth in the Extract is accurate and complete on the date hereof and the factual statements from the Company in relation to the total

issued and outstanding capital of the Company are accurate and complete on the date hereof;
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(i) No Insolvency: each time when one or more Registration Shares are issued (a) the Company has not been declared bankrupt (failliet verklaard), (b) the Company

has not been granted a (provisional) suspension of payments ((voorlopige) surseance van betaling), (c) the Company has not become subject to a (confidential or
public) pre-insolvency private plan procedure (onderhands akkoordprocedure), (d) the Company has not become subject to any of the other insolvency
proceedings (together with the proceedings in paragraph (h)(a), (h)(b) and (i)(c) (only with regard to the public pre-insolvency private plan procedure) referred to
as the Insolvency Proceedings) referred to in section 1(1) of Regulation (EU) 2015/848 of 20 May 2015 on insolvency proceedings (recast) (the Insolvency
Regulation), (e) the Company has not been dissolved (ontbonden), (f) the Company has not ceased to exist pursuant to a legal merger or demerger (juridische
fusie of splitsing), and (g) no order for the administration (bewind) of the assets of the Company has been made; these assumptions are supported by our enquiries
today with the Commercial Register, the Central Insolvency Register (Centraal Insolventieregister) and the EU Registrations list with the Central Insolvency
Register and the court in Amsterdam and The Hague, which have not revealed any information that any such event has occurred with respect to the Company;
however, such enquiries are not conclusive evidence that no such events have occurred; additionally, in the event a confidential pre-insolvency private plan
procedure (onderhands akkoordprocedure) as referred to in paragraph (i)(c) should occur with respect to the Company, the above-mentioned registers will not
make notice of such procedure;

  
(j) Articles of Association: the Articles of Association have not been amended;
 
(k) Authorised Share Capital: each time when one or more Registration Shares are issued, the authorized share capital of the Company will be sufficient to allow

for the issuances of the Registration Shares;
 
(l) Issuance and Pre-Emptive Rights: any Securities shall be issued, and any pre-emption rights in connection therewith shall have been excluded, pursuant to

resolutions validly passed by the corporate body (orgaan) of the Company duly authorised to do so;
 
(m) Payment: the issue price for any Registered Shares shall at least equal the aggregate nominal value thereof, any conversion, exchange or exercise price of other

Securities shall at least be equal to the aggregate nominal value of the underlying Registered Shares, and any such issue, conversion, exchange or exercise price
shall have been satisfied in cash and shall have been received and accepted by the Company ultimately upon the issuance of the relevant Registered Shares and,
where relevant, if the Registered Shares are paid-up in a currency other than Euro, the Company shall have consented to such payment and a bank statement as
referred to in Section 2:93a paragraphs 2 and 6 of the Dutch Civil Code shall have been received by a Dutch notary;

 
(n) Securities: any Registered Shares issued in connection with the conversion, exchange or exercise of other Securities shall be issued pursuant to a valid

conversion, exchange or exercise of such Securities in accordance with their respective terms;
 
(o) Applicable Laws: the Registered Shares, if and when issued, will be accepted by their subscribers in accordance with all applicable laws (including for the

avoidance of doubt, Dutch law);
 
(p) Resolution: the Resolution has not been revoked (ingetrokken) or amended and have not been and will not be declared null and void by a competent court and

the Resolution has not been, and will not be, amended, revoked (ingetrokken), terminated or declared null and void by a competent court and the factual
statements and confirmations set out in the Resolution are true and correct;
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(q) Corporate Benefit: the filing of the Registration Statement and the entering into of the Transactions are in the corporate interests (vennootschappelijk belang) of

the Company;
 
(r) No Conflict of Interest: none of the members of the Board (in whatever capacity) has a direct or indirect personal conflict of interest with the Company (een

direct of indirect persoonlijk belang dat strijdig is met het belang van de vennootschap en de met haar verbonden onderneming) in relation to the filing of the
Registration Statement and the entering into of the Transactions;

 
(s) Works Council: no works council (ondernemingsraad) has been instituted with jurisdiction (and the authority to render advice) in respect of the Company and/or

the filing of the Registration Statement and the entering into of the Transactions, nor has any person working for any enterprise (onderneming, as defined in the
Dutch Works Councils Act (wet op de ondernemingsraden)) of the Company (whether employee or not) at any time made a request to the Board that any works
council be installed;

 
(t) Financial Supervision Act: the Company is not required to be licensed pursuant to the Dutch Financial Supervision Act (Wet op het financieel toezicht);
 
(u) Anti-terrorism, Money Laundering: each time when one or more Securities are issued, offered, sold, transferred or delivered, the subscriber(s) of the Securities

comply with all applicable anti-terrorism, anti-corruption, anti-money laundering, sanctions and human rights laws and regulations, and the performance or
enforcement of the relevant documents and agreements is consistent with all such laws and regulations; without providing conclusive evidence, this assumption
is supported by our online enquiry with the registers referred to in Sections 2:20(3) and 10:123 of the Dutch Civil Code finalised today confirming that the
Company is not listed on any such list;

 
(v) No Director Disqualification: none of the directors of the Company is or, as applicable, will be subject to a civil law director disqualification (civielrechtelijk

bestuursverbod) imposed by a court under articles 106a to 106e of the Dutch Bankruptcy Act (Faillissementswet) (as amended by the Directors disqualification
act (Wet civielrechtelijk bestuursverbod)); although not providing conclusive evidence thereof, this assumption is supported by (i) the confirmation of the
directors included in the Board Resolution and (ii) our enquiries today with the Commercial Register;

 
(w) Shares: the issue, offering, sale, transfer and delivery of the Securities, each distribution (electronically or otherwise) of any circulars, documents or information

relating to the Company and/or the Securities and any and all invitations, offers, offer advertisements, publications and other documents relating to the
Transactions have been and will continue to be made in conformity with the provisions of the Registration Statement;

 
(x) Limitations under Dutch law: the validity and enforceability of the obligations of the Company under any documents, agreements or instruments governed by

Dutch law and entered into in connection with the Transactions are subject to applicable prescription or limitation periods, principles of set-off (unless such right
is validly waived), force majeure (overmacht), reasonableness and fairness (redelijkheid en billijkheid), unforeseen circumstances (onvoorziene omstandigheden)
and other defences afforded by Dutch law to obligors generally; furthermore, under Dutch law, a party to an agreement may under certain circumstances suspend
performance of its obligations under such agreement pursuant to the exceptio non-adimpleti contractus or otherwise;
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(y) Non-Dutch law authorisations and consents: any and all authorisations, approval and consents of, or other registrations or filings with, or notifications to, any
public authority or other relevant body or person in or of any jurisdiction (other than under Dutch law) which may be required in respect of the issue, offering,
sale, transfer or delivery of the Securities or other securities in connection therewith and the filing of the Registration Statement have been obtained or taken at
the date of this opinion and at each time that Securities are issued, offered, sold, transferred or delivered will be taken in good time and has been or will be
maintained, and that none of those transactions will infringe the terms of, or constitute a default under, any agreement or other instrument or obligation in relation
to the issue, offering, sale, transfer or delivery of the Securities or other securities in connection therewith to which a party is subject, in such a manner as would
entitle any other party to assert that its liability to perform any of its obligations under such agreement or other instrument or obligation was thereby diminished
or impaired;

 
(z) Private Placement: that no public offering of the Securities or other securities in connection therewith has been conducted in the Netherlands and no actions have

been taken that would result in a public offering in the Netherlands (other than an offering to qualified investors within the meaning of the Regulation 2017/1129
of the European Parliament and of the Council of June 14, 2017 (as amended)).
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Schedule 2 
QUALIFICATIONS

 
Our opinion is subject to the following qualifications:
 
(a) Insolvency Proceedings: a confirmation derived from an insolvency register does not provide conclusive evidence that an entity is not subject to any insolvency

proceedings as defined in the Insolvency Regulation or otherwise;
 
(b) Creditor Action: our opinion is subject to and limited by the protection afforded by Dutch law to creditors whose interests have been adversely affected pursuant

to the rules of Dutch law relating to (i) unlawful acts (onrechtmatige daden) based on Section 6:162 et seq. of the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek) and (ii)
fraudulent conveyance or preference (actio pauliana) within the meaning of Section 3:45 of the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek) and/or Section 42 et seq.
of the Dutch Bankruptcy Act (Faillissementswet);

 
(c) Foreign Documents: our opinion and other statements expressed herein relating to the Registration Statement and any other documents, agreements and

instruments subject or expressed to be subject to any law other than Dutch law are subject to the qualification that as Dutch lawyers we are not qualified or able
to assess the true meaning and purport under applicable law (other than Dutch law) of the terms of the Registration Statement and any such other documents,
agreements and instruments and the obligations thereunder of the parties thereto, and we have made no investigation of such meaning and purport; our review of
the Registration Statement and any other documents, agreements and instruments subject or expressed to be subject to any law other than Dutch law has therefore
been limited to the terms of such documents, agreements and instruments as they appear to us on the basis of such review and only in respect of any involvement
of Dutch law;

 
(d) Sanctions Act 1977: the Sanctions Act 1977 (Sanctiewet 1977) and regulations promulgated thereunder, or international sanctions, may limit the enforceability

of the Registration Statement and any other documents, agreements or instruments entered into in connection with the Transactions;
 
(e) Scope of Objects: the Company may invoke the nullity of any legal act (rechtshandeling) if such legal act was outside its objects and the other party to such legal

act was or should – without investigation – have been aware of this;
 
(f) Non-assessable: in absence of an equivalent Dutch legal term for the term “non-assessable” as used in this opinion letter and for the purposes of this opinion

letter, non-assessable means that no holder of shares can be required to pay any amount in addition to the amount required for such share to be fully paid as
provided for by Section 2:81 of the Dutch Civil Code; and

 
(g) Commercial Register: an extract from the Commercial Register does not provide conclusive evidence that the facts set out in it are correct. However, under the

2007 Trade Register Act (Handelsregisterwet 2007), subject to limited exceptions, a legal entity cannot invoke the incorrectness or incompleteness of its
Commercial Register information against third parties who were unaware of the incorrectness or incompleteness.
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Lilium N.V. 
Claude Dornier Straße 1
Bldg. 335, 82234
Wessling, Germany

New York  
 
601 Lexington Avenue, 31st Floor
New York, NY 10022
T +1 (212) 277-4000 
 
www.freshfields.com

 
October 3, 2022
 
Ladies and Gentlemen:
 
We are acting as United States counsel to Lilium N.V., a Dutch public limited liability company (the Company), in connection with the registration statement on Form F-3
filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the Commission) on October 3, 2022 (as it may be amended and supplemented after the initial filing date, the
Registration Statement, which term does not include any other document or agreement whether or not specifically referred to therein or attached as an exhibit or schedule
thereto), relating to the registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the Securities Act), of the sale from time to time of up to an aggregate offering
price of $250,000,000 of (a) Class A ordinary shares of the Company, nominal value €0.12 per share (the Class A Shares); (b) warrants to purchase Class A Shares (the
Warrants), which may be issued under one or more warrant agreements (each, a Warrant Agreement) to be entered into between the Company and the warrant agent to
be named therein (the Warrant Agent); and (c) rights to purchase Class A Shares (the Rights and, collectively with the Class A Shares and the Warrants, the Securities)
which may be issued under one or more rights agreements (each, a Rights Agreement).
 
The opinion expressed herein is confined to the law of the State of New York, as currently in effect. Accordingly, we express no opinion herein with regard to any other
laws. The opinion expressed herein is limited to the matters stated herein, and no opinion is implied or may be inferred beyond the matters expressly stated herein. We do
not undertake to advise you of changes in law or facts that may come to our attention after the date of this letter.
 
In rendering the opinions expressed below, we have examined and have relied as to matters of fact upon such corporate and other records, agreements, documents and
other instruments and certificates or comparable documents of public officials and of officers and representatives of the Company and such other persons, and we have
made such other investigations, as we have deemed relevant and necessary as a basis for the opinions expressed below.
 
In our examination, we have assumed the genuineness of all signatures, the legal capacity of natural persons, the authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals
and the conformity with authentic originals of all documents submitted to us as copies. As to any facts material to the opinion expressed herein that we did not
independently establish or verify, we have relied, without independent verification, upon oral or written statements and representations of public officials, officers and
other representatives of the Company. We have also assumed that all documents filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement that have not been executed will conform
to the forms thereof.
 

 
 
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer is an international legal practice operating through Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer US LLP, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer (a partnership
registered in Hong Kong), Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer Law office, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer Foreign Law Office, Studio Legale associato a Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer Rechtsanwälte Steuerberater PartG mbB, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer Rechtsanwälte PartG mbB and other associated entities and undertakings. For further regulatory information please refer
to www.freshfields.com/support/legal-notice.
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Based upon the foregoing, and subject to the limitations, qualifications and assumptions set forth herein, we are of the opinion that:
 
1. When the Warrant Agreement to be entered into in connection with the issuance of any Warrants has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the

Warrant Agent and the Company; the specific terms of the Warrants have been duly authorized and established in accordance with the Warrant Agreement; and
such Warrants have been duly authorized, executed, issued and delivered in accordance with the Warrant Agreement and the applicable underwriting or other
agreement against payment therefor, such Warrants will constitute valid and binding obligations of the Company, enforceable in accordance with their terms.

 
2. When the Rights Agreement to be entered into in connection with the issuance of any Rights has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Company

and each other party thereto; the specific terms of the Rights have been duly authorized and established in accordance with the Rights Agreement; and such
Rights or any certificates representing the Rights have been duly authorized, executed, issued, authenticated (if required) and delivered in accordance with the
Rights Agreement and the applicable underwriting or other agreement against payment therefor, such Rights will constitute valid and binding obligations of the
Company, enforceable in accordance with their terms.

 
In connection with the opinions expressed above, we have assumed that, at or prior to the time of the delivery of any such security, (i) the Board of Directors shall have
duly established the terms of such security and duly authorized the issuance and sale of such security and such authorization shall not have been modified or rescinded;
(ii) the Company shall remain validly existing as a corporation in good standing under the laws of The Netherlands; (iii) the Registration Statement shall have become
effective and such effectiveness shall not have been terminated or rescinded; (iv) the Warrant Agreement and the Rights Agreement are each a valid, binding and
enforceable agreement of each party thereto (other than as expressly covered above in respect of the Company); and (v) there shall not have occurred any change in law
affecting the validity or enforceability of such security. We have also assumed that (i) the terms of any security whose terms are established subsequent to the date hereof
and the issuance, execution, delivery and performance by the Company of any such security (a) require no action by or in respect of, or filing with, any governmental
body, agency or official and (b) do not contravene, or constitute a default under, any provision of applicable law or public policy or regulation or any judgment,
injunction, order or decree or any agreement or other instrument binding upon the Company and (ii) any Warrant Agreement or Rights Agreement will be governed by the
laws of the State of New York.
 
Our opinions above are subject to (i) (a) the effects of bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, fraudulent conveyance or transfer or other similar laws relating
to or affecting the rights of creditors generally, (b) the possible judicial application of foreign laws or governmental action affecting the rights of creditors generally and
(c) the application of general principles of equity (regardless of whether considered in a proceeding in equity or at law), including without limitation (1) the possible
unavailability of specific performance, injunctive relief or any other equitable remedy and (2) concepts of materiality, reasonableness, good faith and fair dealing, and (ii)
limitations on the right to indemnity and contribution under applicable law and public policy.
 
In addition, we express no opinion as to (i) the validity, legally binding effect or enforceability of (a) any waiver of immunity, (b) any waiver of a right to trial by jury, (c)
any waiver of inconvenient forum or (d) any provisions relating to partial unenforceability or (ii) (a) whether a federal or state court outside New York would give effect
to any choice of law provision or (b) any provisions that relate to the subject matter jurisdiction of the federal or state courts of a particular jurisdiction to adjudicate any
controversy related to the Warrant Agreement or the Rights Agreement or the transactions contemplated thereby.
 
The opinion expressed in this letter is solely for your benefit and the benefit of persons entitled to rely thereon pursuant to applicable provisions of the Securities Act and
the rules and regulations of the Commission promulgated thereunder, in connection with the Registration Statement, and may not be relied upon in any manner or used for
any purpose by any other person or entity.
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We hereby consent to the filing of this opinion letter with the Commission as Exhibit 5.2 to the Registration Statement and further consent to the reference to our name
under the caption “Legal Matters” in the prospectus which is a part of the Registration Statement. In giving this consent, we do not hereby admit that we are in the
category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act.
 
Very truly yours,
 
/s/ Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer US LLP
 

 
 

 
 



Exhibit 23.3
 

CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
 

We hereby consent to the incorporation by reference in this Registration Statement on Form F-3 of Lilium N.V. of our report dated March 30, 2022 relating to the
financial statements, which appears in Lilium N.V.’s Annual Report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2021. We also consent to the reference to us under the
heading “Experts” in such Registration Statement.
 
Munich, Germany
October 3, 2022
 
PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
  
/s/ Holger Graßnick /s/ ppa. Annika Sicking
Wirtschaftsprüfer Wirtschaftsprüfer
(German Public Auditor) (German Public Auditor)
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Calculation of Filing Fee Tables
 

Form F-3
(Form Type)

 
Lilium N.V.

(Exact Name of Registrant as Specified in its Charter)
 

Table 1: Newly Registered and Carry Forward Securities
 

 

Security
Type

Security Class 
Title

Fee Calculation
or Carry

Forward Rule
Amount

Registered

Proposed
Maximum
Offering

Price 
Per Unit

Maximum
Aggregate

Offering Price Fee Rate

Amount of
Registration

Fee
Newly Registered Securities

Fees to be Paid

Equity Class A ordinary
share, nominal 
value €0.12 per

share  (1) (2) (1)(2)   
Other Warrants  (1) (2) (1)(2)   
Other Rights  (1) (2) (1)(2)   

Unallocated
(Universal

Shelf)
Unallocated 

(Universal Shelf) 457(o) (1) (2) $250,000,000(1)(2)

$110.20
per

$1,000,000 $27,550.00

Total Offering Amounts $250,000,000

$110.20
per

$1,000,000 $27,550.00
Total Fees Previously Paid   —

Total Fee Offsets   $27,550.00
Net Fee Due   $0.00

 
(1) The securities registered hereunder include such indeterminate number of (a) Class A ordinary shares, nominal value €0.12 per share (“Class A Shares”), (b)

warrants to purchase Class A Shares and (c) rights to purchase Class A Shares, as may be sold from time to time by the Registrant. There are also being
registered hereunder an indeterminate number of Class A Shares as shall be issuable upon conversion, exchange or exercise of any securities that provide for
such issuance. Pursuant to Rule 416 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), this Registration Statement shall also cover any
additional shares of the Registrant’s securities that become issuable by reason of any share splits, share dividends or similar transactions.

 
(2) Estimated solely for the purpose of calculating the amount of the registration fee pursuant to Rule 457(o) of the Securities Act. Subject to Rule 462(b) under the

Securities Act, the aggregate maximum offering price of all securities issued by the Registrant pursuant to this Registration Statement will not exceed
$250,000,000. Separate consideration may or may not be received for securities that are issuable on exercise, conversion or exchange of other securities.

 

 



 

 
Table 2 – Fee Offset Claims and Sources

 

 
Registrant or
Filer Name

Form or
Filing
Type

File
Number

Initial
Filing
Data

Filing
Date

Fee Offset
Claimed

Security
Type

Associated
with Fee

Security Title
Associated
with Fee

Offset
Claimed

Unsold
Securities
Associated
with Fee

Offset
Claimed

Unsold
Aggregate

Offering Amount
Associated with

Fee Offset
Claimed

Fee Paid
with Fee

Offset
Source

Rule 457(p)
Fee

Offset
Claims Lilium N.V. F-1

333-
259889

September
29, 2021 N/A $27,550.00 Equity

Class A
Shares (3) $2,222,648,203.48  

Fees
Offset

Sources Lilium N.V. F-1
333-

259889  
September
29, 2021      $264,738

 
(3) The Registrant previously filed a registration statement on Form F-1 (File No. 333-259889), initially filed on September 29, 2021, amended on March 31, 2022

and initially declared effective on April 11, 2022 (the “Prior Registration Statement”), which registered (i) 52,143,054 Class A Shares for issuance by the
Registrant in connection with the exercise or conversion of certain of its securities (the “Primary Shares”) for a proposed maximum aggregate offering price of
$493,827,499 and (ii) and 201,805,118 Class A Shares for resale by applicable selling securityholder (the “Secondary Shares”) for a proposed maximum
aggregate offering price of $1,938,872,941. The Prior Registration Statement was not fully used and 51,663,116 Primary Shares and 193,560,280 Secondary
Shares were not sold, resulting in an unsold aggregate offering amount of $2,222,648,203.48. These unused amounts result, in the aggregate, in an available fee
offset of $242,490.92, representing approximately 91.6% of the registration fees on the Prior Registration Statement. Pursuant to Rule 457(p) under the
Securities Act, the Registrant is offsetting $27,550.00 of the fees associated with this Registration Statement from the filing fee previously paid by the registrant
associated with the unsold securities. The Registrant has terminated any offerings that included the unsold securities under the Prior Registration Statement.

 

 

 


